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Material flow is a critical function in manufacturing industry, that affects entire operations 

of an organization. This criticality emphasizes the importance of the selected methods to 

plan and conduct operative purchasing. The requirement for alternative material planning 

methods grows as companies increase the number of materials purchased externally. This 

thesis aims to analyse the role of these alternative material planning methods in operative 

purchasing. The research focuses on two material planning methods in material requirements 

planning and kanban. The role of these methods is examined from operational-, and user-

friendly perspective.  

 

The research approach of this study is qualitative, and the research is conducted as a single 

case study to a case company operating in manufacturing industry. The primary data for the 

empirical part was acquired through three semi-structured interviews at the case company. 

The results indicate that the role of the material planning methods in operative purchasing is 

crucial, as the planning and managing of purchasing is generally conducted with the 

methods. The results emphasize the differences in suitability and the unique characteristics 

of the methods. Therefore, the roles of these methods are likewise distinctive. When utilized 

in suitable environment, with correct materials and accurate parameters the methods can 

complement each other in operative purchasing.  
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Materiaalivirta on kriittinen toiminto teollisuusalalla, joka vaikuttaa kokonaisvaltaisesti 

organisaation toimintaan. Tämä kriittisyys korostaa operatiivisen hankinnan suunnitteluun 

ja toteuttamiseen valittujen menetelmien tärkeyttä. Tarve vaihtoehtoisille materiaalin 

ohjausmenetelmille kasvaa, kun yritykset lisäävät ulkoisesti hankittavien materiaalien 

määrää. Tämän Pro Gradu -tutkielman tavoitteena on analysoida materiaalin 

ohjausmenetelmien roolia operatiivisessa hankinnassa. Tutkimus keskittyy kahteen 

materiaalin ohjausmenetelmään, jotka ovat materiaalitarvelaskenta ja kanban. 

Ohjausmenetelmien roolia tarkastellaan erityisesti operationaalisesta-, ja 

käyttäjäystävällisestä näkökulmasta.  

 

Tämä tutkielma on luonteeltaan kvalitatiivinen tutkimus ja se toteutetaan yksittäisenä case-

tutkimuksena teollisuusalalla toimivalle case-yritykselle. Tutkimuksen empiirisen osan 

ensisijainen data kerättiin kolmella puolistrukturoidulla haastattelulla, joihin osallistui case-

yrityksen henkilöstöä. Tutkimuksen tulokset osoittavat, että materiaalin ohjausmenetelmien 

rooli operatiivisessa hankinnassa on keskeinen, sillä hankinnan suunnittelu ja toteutus 

tehdään yleisesti hyödyntäen näitä menetelmiä. Tulokset korostavat eroavaisuuksia, sekä 

menetelmien soveltuvuudessa, että niiden tunnuspiirteissä. Näin ollen, myös menetelmien 

rooleissa on eroavaisuuksia alleviivaavia piirteitä. Kun menetelmiä käytetään soveltuvassa 

ympäristössä, sopivien materiaalien, ja täsmällisten parametrien kanssa, ne voivat 

ominaisuuksiltaan täydentää toisiaan operatiivisessa hankinnassa.  
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

The global competition in the modern manufacturing environment has forced companies to 

constantly evaluate and develop their business activities in various ways. Simultaneously 

companies are pressured to lower their costs and increase revenues, while the customers 

demand for higher quality offerings. With the improvement of different supply chain 

methods manufacturing companies can develop their supply chain performance and enhance 

the performance of the entire organization. The optimization of the operational activities in 

supply chain, such as purchasing and inventory management, has a crucial role in the 

improvement of organizational performance. (Al-Shboul, Barber, Garza-Reyes, Kumar & 

Abdi, 2017; Masudin, Kamara, Zulfikarijah & Dewi, 2018)  

 

There are various methods to plan and control the material flow, that are developed and 

currently used in the manufacturing context. These methods combine the above-mentioned 

operational activities in operative purchasing (Jonsson & Mattsson, 2006) and likewise the 

balancing between supply and demand through inventory management (Slack, Chambers & 

Johnston 2010, 343). These material planning methods generally focus on two subjects, 

“When to order/deliver?” and “How much to order?” (Jonsson & Mattsson, 2006). Even 

though the methods focus on similar questions, the appropriateness of an individual method 

depends on circumstances (Jonsson & Mattsson, 2003).  

 

In their review, Jonsson and Holmström (2016) evaluated existing literature regarding 

supply chain planning, considering supply chain materials management as one main 

category. The authors identified a missing element between practice and promise in the 

previous academic literature and therefore proposed a research agenda to increase the 

practical relevance, close the gap between practise and promise, and generate field-tested 

theories. This thesis will contribute to their research agenda by examining the role of 

methods utilized in present supply chain materials management activities and likewise, 

adding the practical knowledge of implemented materials management methods. This study 

aims to likewise contribute to the research suggestion by Jonsson and Mattsson (2008), 
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which indicated the need for more focused studies on specific material planning methods. 

This thesis focuses specifically on two different methods to plan and manage materials in 

pull-based Kanban and push-based material requirements planning (MRP).  

 

The aim of this thesis is to analyse the role of material planning methods in operative 

purchasing. By analysing currently implemented methods from case company’s perspective, 

one of the goals of this research is to increase the understanding and practical relevance of 

the currently utilized methods to plan and manage operative purchasing. This thesis is 

conducted as a case study to a case company working in the technology manufacturing 

industry and therefore, the specific material planning methods addressed in this thesis are 

related to case company’s operative purchasing. 

 

1.1. Literature review 

This literature review will focus on the linkage between operative purchasing and inventory 

management. It will examine especially different tools of materials management, which are 

often viewed from either purchasing or inventory management perspective. However, the 

operational tools are usually rather similar regardless of the point of view, and they likewise 

influence each other. In most studies this influence is not especially discussed but it can be 

seen from the results. The aim of this literature review is to provide a brief description of the 

research conducted on a related topic.  

 

Different tools of purchasing and inventory management have been studied comprehensively 

in the existing literature. However, there are a few different research streams that exploit 

different glossary depending on the point of view. Al-Shboul et al. (2017) explain this wide 

and diverse range of studies in supply chain management by the interdisciplinary nature of 

the subject. Similar tools have been studied for example under supply chain replenishment 

strategies (Suwanruji & Enns, 2006a; Suwanruji & Enns, 2006b) and material planning 

methods (Jonsson & Mattsson, 2006; Jonsson & Mattsson, 2008). In addition, there is a great 

amount of research comparing specific methotds such as reorder point and material 

requirements planning (MRP) (Jacobs & Whybark, 1992; Bregman, 1994), and push and 
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pull in the form of MRP and just in time (Abuhilal, Rabadi & Sousa-Poza, 2006). There is 

likewise research analysing the evolution of the integration between MRP and just in time 

methods (Benton & Shin, 1998).  

 

In their research, Jonsson and Mattsson (2006) presented the state of the art for the material 

purchasing methods in manufacturing context between 1993 and 2005. The findings indicate 

that while MRP is the prevailing system, the use of Kanban in manufacturing material 

planning has increased substantially as companies pursue to improve effiency. Continuing 

from their previous research, Jonsson and Mattsson (2008) examined various tools 

containing MRP, reorder point and Kanban as purchased material planning methods. They 

analyzed the planning performance from operational and user-friendly viewpoints including 

the material planning performance of the individual tools and the differences in ways to 

organize the parameters affecting the tools. The research results indicated how crucial role 

planning parameters have in the effiency of utilizing material planning tools. Likewise, they 

indicated how the usage of the tools vary on different stages in the material flow, the size of 

the company and whether used in distribution or manufacturing activities. 

 

Kannan and Tan (2005) analyzed the linkage between three distinct operational development 

methods; just in time, total quality management, and supply chain management. The authors 

studied the relationship between these approarches, rather than analyzing them separately 

because all of them represent efficient operation paradigms. The results conclude that 

exploiting the existing linkages between the methods at operational level can improve the 

creation of value in organizations. The research by Rabinovich, Dresner and Evers (2003) 

suggested that on operational process level, the use of just in time inventory management 

methods such as Kanban system, is associated with improved inventory performance. Yang 

& Pan (2004) assessed similar just in time system, however as a purchasing method and they 

emphasized its influence on organizations profitability. These different standpoints 

demonstrate how similar studies have been compeleted from various perspectives as these 

systems influence the operative activities in company-wide level.   
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1.2. Research questions 

The critical role of managing the material flow in manufacturing emphasizes the importance 

of the selected method to plan and conduct raw material purchasing. The need for alternative 

methods to plan the acquisition of raw materials to inventories grows as companies 

constantly increase the number of outsourced activities in rapidly changing environments. 

Therefore, this thesis aims to analyse the role of different methods to plan and manage 

material purchasing from operational-, and user-friendly perspective. These features are 

included into the main research question of the thesis: 

What kind of role material planning methods have in planning and managing operative 

purchasing? 

 

There are various methods and tools to plan the material flow, which offer similar assistance, 

however they differ in appropriateness. The companies and the environments that they 

operate in, are different by nature and that affects the effectiveness of the methods. (Jonsson 

& Mattsson, 2006) Therefore, the first sub-question to support the main research question 

considers these unique characteristics of these methods: 

What are the characteristics of the different material planning methods? 

 

The second sub-question is formed to support the main research question, especially from 

the case company’s perspective. The role of the material planning methods is analysed 

through different advantages of two materials management alternatives in push-based 

material requirements planning (MRP) and pull-based Kanban. The second sub-question is: 

What are the advantages of Kanban and MRP planning systems? 

 

In order to compare the performance, suitability, and role of the material planning methods, 

the third sub-question is formed according to the design of the research conducted by 

Jonsson and Mattsson (2008). In their research the performance of a material planning 
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method was assessed through user-friendliness and operational performance. Therefore, the 

third sub-question is: 

How the material planning methods perform from operational performance and user-

friendly perspective? 

 

1.3. Conceptual framework 

The conceptual framework acknowledges the theoretical themes of the thesis and connects 

them with the research. It is presented in the figure 1. The theoretical part of the thesis 

involves two main business functions: operative purchasing and inventory management. 

These two business functions build the basis for material planning methods, since both of 

them are related to planning and managing the material flow in a manufacturing company. 

The material planning method analysis in this research focuses on two alternative ways to 

manage materials, which are the push-based MRP and pull-based Kanban. All of these 

elements are assessed through existing theoretical literature and they build a basis for the 

empirical case research, which focuses on the role of the material planning methods utilized 

in planning and managing the case company’s operative purchasing. The role of the methods 

is examined especially from user-friendly-, and operational performance perspective.  

Figure 1 Conceptual Framework 
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1.4. Definition of key concepts 

In this chapter the key concepts of the research are presented and defined. The concepts are 

defined specifically for the purposes of this thesis from the author’s perspective. The aim is 

to promote the reader’s awareness regarding the key themes and concepts of this research. 

The presented definitions are based on existing academic literature and the concepts are 

described more extensively in the theoretical part.  

 

Purchasing 

Purchasing in this study refers to operative purchasing, which means especially the fourth 

and the fifth phase of the purchasing process presented by Van Weele (2014, 29). These two 

stages include ordering and expediting. Ordering refers to placing and handling purchase 

orders to suppliers. Expediting involves monitoring and expediting these purchase orders. 

The final step of the process is the aftercare and evaluation, which can likewise be viewed 

as operative task, however in this thesis it is concerned more tactical. Van Weele (2014, 30) 

describes this latter part of the process as ordering function, compared to the first part of the 

process which is more tactical and technical by nature. The first three stages include defining 

specification, selecting supplier, and contracting. 

 

Inventory 

Inventory can generally be categorised into various categories since companies often need 

different types of stock to protect themselves in example from fluctuations in supply and 

demand, lead time violations or quality errors. The concept of inventory in this study 

concerns mostly raw materials, needed in manufacturing either partial or completed 

products. Likewise, the concept of inventory may refer to different consumables needed in 

the production operations such as packing materials. (Muller, 2011, 1-5)  
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Material Planning 

Material planning in this study concerns different methods of acquiring materials to 

inventory. These methods refer to different types of reorder point models, material 

requirement planning (MRP) and Kanban, which can likewise be categorised to reorder point 

models, yet in this research it is recognised as individual method. (Jonsson & Mattsson, 

2006) 

 

Kanban 

Kanban is a method to manage the material flow through inventory levels, material supply 

and production. Kanban system is often defined by its use of cards, signaling the relevant 

information related to supply or production activities. There are numerous different 

variations of the original kanban system designed in the lean production of Toyota. (Lage 

Junior & Godinho Filho, 2010) These are examined more extensively in the theoretical part. 

In this research the kanban system is viewed from the case company’s practical persepctive. 

The examined kanban system is a web based software implemented in the operations of the 

case company.  

 

Material Requirements Planning (MRP) 

MRP is likewise a method to manage the material needs of a company. Through MRP 

companies can control the material, the quantities, and likewise the time of arrival through 

a calendar-like system. MRP includes the production schedules, forecasts, and bill of 

materials into the materials management. (Muller, 2011, 139-140). MRP will be described 

widely in the theoretical part of the thesis. 

 

1.5. Methodology and limitations  

This thesis consists of two complementary parts, the theoretical and the empirical part. The 

main data for the theoretical part of the thesis is gathered from peer-reviewed scientific 

journals. Other source of data used in the theoretical part is professional books published by 

well-known publishers. The methodology used in the empirical part of this thesis is a case 
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study research. The research approach for this thesis is qualitative. The primary data for the 

empirical case research is gathered by interviewing the materials team in the case company. 

Secondary data to support the study is collected through participant observation at the case 

company’s materials department. 

 

In the material flow of supply chain all the stages are linked together and therefore similar 

studies have been compeleted from various perspectives. The systems that combine the 

purchasing and the management of inventory are implemented in the companies 

comprehensively, in example push or pull strategies, and therefore they can likewise be 

studied as part of the production control strategies. This study is limited to examine these 

methods from the materials purchasing and inventory management perspective, rather than 

viewing the methods from production standpoint. This limitation supports the practical 

relevance of this thesis to the case company’s material department, in order to analyze the 

role of the methods. This study focuses precisely on the purchasing of goods and service 

purchasing is limited from the research. This limitation is important since van der Valk & 

Rozemeijer (2009) presented how the purchasing process for service purchasing differs from 

buying of goods. 

 

There are numerous alternative methods to control and plan the material flow, such as 

material requirements planning (MRP) systems, reorder point models, fixed order interval 

system, kanban-based methods and run-out time planning (Vollmann, Berry, Whybark & 

Jacobs, 2005). This thesis will focus on the MRP-, and Kanban-based systems and other 

methods are not part of the discussion in this research because they are not in crucial role 

from the case company’s perspective. By focusing on MRP, and Kanban it is possible to 

investigate the role of the implemented methods in the case company. These methods will 

be examined extensively in the theoretical part of the thesis. 

 

The concept of inventory management alone is a broad subject which can be explored from 

multiple perspectives. Inventories are part of working capital and managing inventories is 

crucial part of the optimization of working capital. Inventories are the largest component in 

the working capital and the optimization of inventories is the basis of effective working 
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capital management (Hofmann, Maucher, Piesker & Richter, 2011, 31-32). This thesis is 

conducted from the materials management persepctive and therefore the focus is on 

managing the material flow in inventories rather than the financial flows of working capital. 

This limitation is done because the aim is to analyze the effects on the operative activities in 

the case company’s processes, rather than in the accounting information. As mentioned in 

the chapter 1.4. the inventories can be divided into various classes based on the nature and 

the meaning of the unit. The focus of this study is on the purchased raw materials, limiting 

other inventory categories defined by Muller (2011, 4) in finished products and work-in-

process products out, because of the selected material purchasing perspective. 
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2. OPERATIVE PURCHASING 

In the modern business environment manufacturing companies rarely produce their products 

entirely in-house. The final product often contains different parts and materials produced by 

various external suppliers. Therefore, the amount of money and resources manufacturing 

companies invest into purchasing has increased significantly. (Spina, Caniato, Luzzini & 

Ronchi, 2013) According to van Weele (2010, 3) many companies spend more than half of 

their sales turnover on purchased parts and services. This increase in outsourcing 

simultaneously with globalization of trade and the use of internet in business activities has 

emphasized the importance of purchasing and supply management as an organizational 

function (Spina et al., 2013). Further to the spent money, Iyer (1996) adds that the possibility 

to improve competitive advantage, increase the efficiency of exchanges, and strengthen the 

buyer-supplier relationships highlight the important role of purchasing function. 

 

In this chapter purchasing is viewed from operational perspective. The aim is to examine 

operative purchasing activities and different factors that are in linkage to purchasing tasks. 

This chapter will present theoretical literature relevant to purchasing and build a basis for 

analysing the material planning from purchasing standpoint. At first a background for 

purchasing literature is presented and different terms related to operational purchasing are 

defined. Purchasing is likewise examined through its development phases. After that 

different activities related to purchasing are viewed from a process perspective as the 

purchasing process of van Weele (2010, 9, 29) is presented. The process will contribute to 

distinguishing the operational activities in purchasing. Finally, this chapter will examine the 

effect of operative purchasing on purchasing performance. 

 

2.1. The background of purchasing  

There are numerous different definitions and ways to use and understand the concept of 

purchasing. Terms, such as purchasing, sourcing, procurement, and supply are often used in 

practice and in literature to implicate similar activities. (Van Weele, 2010, 8) However, 
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according to Iloranta & Pajunen-Muhonen (2013, 49 – 51) sourcing and procurement often 

describe the strategical level of purchasing and therefore purchasing itself represents more 

functional activities such as creating and managing purchase orders. Traditionally the role 

of purchasing was to acquire correct amount of quality equipment, materials, supplies, and 

services at the right time and price and from the correct source (Aljian, 1984, 3). The role of 

purchasing has developed from this basic perspective of buying in the appropriate 

conditions. Axelsson, Rozemeijer & Wynstra (2005) view this development as a process 

starting from the basic level buying and evolving to purchasing being treated as supply 

management. This development process is presented in the figure 2.   

 

 

Figure 2 The evolution of purchasing (Axelsson et al., 2005) 

 

In the evolution process of purchasing, the first stage represents the traditional definition of 

purchasing by Aljian (1984, 3), which was presented earlier. The second stage, where 

purchasing is viewed more as procurement expands the role by obtaining and optimizing the 

material flow in organizations. According to Axelsson et al. (2005) in the last development 

stage, the role of purchasing evolves to supply management by including supplier 

capabilities, frameworks, and managerial routines into the role. Similar conclusions were 

already presented by Kraljic (1983), who described how the short-term perspective of 

purchasing has changed to more strategical long-term perspective.  

 

According to van Weele (2010, 3) purchasing is “the management of the company’s external 

resources in such a way that the supply of all goods, services, capabilities and knowledge 

which are necessary for running, maintaining and managing the company’s primary and 

support activities is secured under the most favourable conditions.” This broad description 

can be narrowed to operational manufacturing context by specifying that purchasing is 
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“responsible for obtaining the materials, parts, supplies, and services needed to produce a 

product or provide a service”. (Joyce, 2006)  

 

2.2. Purchasing process 

To understand the complexity of purchasing and all the activities related to it, professionals 

often describe it through visualized purchasing process. Organizations illustrate their 

purchasing activities in process framework to improve the standardization, monitoring and 

controlling. The purchasing process likewise helps employees to understand the broad view 

of supply chain. (Bäckstrand, Suurmond, van Raaji & Chen, 2019) The purchasing process 

is frequently divided into different levels such as tactical, strategical, and operational (van 

Weele, 2010, 9; van Raiij 2016; Dobler & Burt, 1996, 37)  

 

According to Bäckstrand et al. (2019) the purchasing process presented by van Weele (2010, 

9, 29), is the basic representation of the linear purchasing process models and various other 

models are based on it. This purchasing process model is presented in the figure 3. It contains 

two main categories which are the tactical side of sourcing and the operational side of supply. 

The process is always initiated by a business need and a requirement for purchasing.  

 

 

Figure 3 Purchasing process (modified from van Weele, 2010, 9, 28) 
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The tactical or strategical side of the purchasing process can likewise be identified as the 

sourcing function. In addition to the phases presented in the purchasing process above, it can 

include tasks such as locating, developing, and employing suppliers. The role of sourcing is 

often viewed from a long-term perspective and the aim is to combine the strategical supplier 

relationships to the operational activities of the company. (Sollish & Semanik, 2011, 1) 

According to van Weele (2010, 9, 32-34) the sourcing side requires a cross-functional 

teamwork to succeed and that is illustrated especially in the defining of specifications. The 

supplier is selected through various activities in the second stage of the purchase process. 

The stage includes supply market research, deciding the method of subcontracting, different 

qualification procedures, preparing the request for quotation and finally supplier selection. 

The last phase in the sourcing process is forming a contract with the selected supplier, where 

specific commercial and legal terms are agreed on.  

 

The operational part of the purchasing process, which van Weele (2010, 9) likewise 

describes as supply, begins after the contract terms have been agreed and recorded with the 

supplier. However, there are alternative and more precise descriptions of the operational 

purchasing activities, such as the model published by van Raiij (2016) which views the 

operational side of the purchasing process widely starting from identifying the buying need. 

According to Gottge, Torben, and Forslund (2020) the ordering phase of the purchase 

process is nowadays well automated and digitalized, which emphasizes the role of 

production planning in the buying need identification. 

 

Purchase order initiation follows the terms that have been agreed with the supplier and it is 

conducted on a daily basis in the purchasing function. In the ordering stage the buyer 

responsible for creating the order, specifies the information and the instructions related to 

the purchase order. Especially in the manufacturing context the order might include multiple 

lines of data containing order specific information. (van Weele, 2010, 42-43) When the order 

is released as a purchasing commitment to a supplier based on the contract between the 

parties it is often called a blanket order (Heizer & Render 2011, 348)  
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After the order has been released to the supplier and the supplier has confirmed the order 

terms, the expediting stage begins. In the process model by van Raiij (2016) the expediting 

activities are presented as purchase order management. These terms refer to following and 

managing the status of the purchase order and supplier’s performance to fulfil the order 

terms. In practice this means that the correct quantity is delivered according to the promised 

date and in good quality. Expediting activities are often performed on the basis of an overdue 

list, since it requires significant amount of attention from the purchasing personnel. (van 

Weele, 2010, 9, 42–43) 

 

2.3. Operative purchasing performance  

The evolution process of purchasing presented in chapter 2.1. and the study by Kraljic (1983) 

describe the development of purchasing as an organizational function. Simultaneously with 

this transformation of purchasing the practitioners have focused on how the purchasing 

performs and therefore affects the performance of the company. Rozemeijer, van Weele, and 

Weggeman (2003), developed purchasing synergy model for increasing corporate advantage 

through purchasing. According to their research, high-level corporate coherence and 

purchasing maturity as contingency factors in purchasing ultimately lead to successful 

corporate purchasing performance. By corporate coherence the authors mean the level to 

which different units in corporation operate as coherent entity and according to corporate 

strategy. The authors describe purchasing maturity as the degree of professionalism in the 

purchasing function and its systems. This emphasizes the importance of both the strategical 

and the operational perspectives of purchasing. 

 

In the existing purchasing literature, the purchasing performance is often analysed through 

effectiveness and efficiency. Van Weele (1984) introduced an established framework, where 

this separation to effectiveness and efficiency was used to measure and evaluate the 

purchasing performance. Similar literature, where performance is created by efficient and 

effective purchasing, is presented by Tersine (1985) from production and operations 

management perspective, by Dumond (1991) from performance measurement perspective 

and by Janda and Seshadri (2001) from purchasing strategy perspective. Van Weele (2010, 
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306) presented an illustration of the relationship between these distinct sections of 

purchasing performance in efficiency and effectiveness. This illustration is presented in the 

figure 4.  

 

 

Van Weele (2010, 305) defines the purchasing effectiveness as “the extent to which, by 

choosing a certain course of action, a previously established goal or standard is being met”. 

That refers to a relationship of planned activities and actual performance of human related 

activities, therefore the effectiveness has a strategical perspective in purchasing. Lysons and 

Farrington (2006, 21) made similar observations regarding the effectiveness in linkage to 

strategic activities and efficiency related to operational activities. According to Janda and 

Seshadri (2001) the purchasing efficiency is generally defined as “the ratio of (purchasing) 

inputs to (purchasing) outputs.” Van Weele (2010, 307) mentions that efficiency is related 

Figure 4 Key areas of purchasing performance measurement (van Weele, 2010, 306) 
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to the required resources and in the framework presented above, it is closely related to the 

operations of purchasing organization.  

 

There are various ways to increase the purchasing performance. In their research, Sriram and 

Stump (2004) presented how investments into information technologies can affect the 

purchasing performance. Through these investments’ companies can enhance either the 

internal or the external effectiveness of the purchasing organisation. Hallikas, Lintukangas 

and Kähkönen (2020) studied the effects of sustainable purchasing practices on purchasing 

and risk management. According to the authors the organisations that utilized sustainability 

practices simultaneously improved their purchasing performance. Likewise, the 

participation of purchasing organisation in strategic planning can have an impact on 

purchasing performance. This impact could be either direct or indirect through supplier 

selection and performance evaluation. (Nair, Jayaram & Das, 2015)  
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3. INVENTORY MANAGEMENT 

Manufacturing companies utilize inventories to maintain the stability in production. 

Inventory management aims to solve several problems such as extra costs from excessive 

inventory levels, cost of lost opportunities due to production interruptions or cash tied up to 

least liquid current asset resulting from too high inventory levels. (Grzegorz, 2019) Through 

inventories companies can control the flow of materials from suppliers to final customers. 

Inventory management is strongly linked to purchasing, production and marketing functions 

in companies and one of the objectives in inventory control is to balance the conflicting goals 

of other departments. (Axsäter, 2015, 1) Lee and Billington (1992) presented various 

opportunities related to supply chain inventory management in manufacturing companies 

including, recognizing supply uncertainties, adjusting inventory policies to reflect changes 

and the level of coordination. These opportunities have a crucial role in the manufacturing 

networks outcome and ignoring them might lead to poor results. Therefore, managing 

inventories in supply chain is an essential part of manufacturing operations. 

 

 In the study of Shingo (1989), concerning the Toyota production system, inventory is 

classified as one of the seven waste types. The elimination of waste is one of the key 

principles of the widespread lean management and production (Hines & Taylor, 2000, 9). 

Hines and Taylor (2000, 10) specified the waste of inventory to concern unnecessary 

inventory, which in their study includes extra costs and weak customer service due to 

excessive inventory and delay of products or information. Muller (2011, 2-4) states that 

although inventories are occasionally considered as waste, they have important role when 

companies aim to increase predictability, balance the fluctuation in demand, protect from 

unreliable supply or cost inflation, attain quantity discounts or lower ordering costs. Singh 

and Verma (2018) likewise emphasize the important role of inventories to organisations.   

 

Loar (1992) studied the early development of inventory management between the years 1970 

and 1987. According to the research, conducted on four different industries, the inventory 

levels decreased significantly during the time period of the study in each of the studied 
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industries. Therefore, Loar (1992) concluded that inventory management has evolved into a 

strategic and dynamic tool. Chikán (2007) explains this development by the changes in 

economic and business environment. According to the author, especially business 

characteristics such as competitiveness, functional integration, process orientation and role 

of networks have affected the inventory perspective. Chikán (2007) continues by specifying 

the important strategic role of inventories into three categories, which are contribution to 

value creation, representation of flexibility, and control. In later research Chikán (2009), 

studied this change of inventory management in practical manufacturing environment. The 

study concluded that manufacturing managers recognize the shift towards strategical and 

integrated inventory management policies.  

 

Singh and Verma (2018) define inventory management as “the continuing process of 

planning, organizing and controlling inventory that aims at minimizing the investment in 

inventory while balancing supply and demand.” The authors add that specifically this 

process consists of controlling the item supply, warehouses, and accessibility to achieve 

sufficient level of supply. According to the research of Wallin, Rungtusanatham, and 

Rabinovich (2006), the way that the inventory of these purchased items is managed depends 

on three factors: customer requirements or usage requirements, nature of the supply line, and 

purchasing company’s level of bargaining to its suppliers.  

 

In this chapter inventory management is examined with a material purchasing perspective. 

The aim is to build a basis for utilization of different material planning methods for raw 

material purchasing. First inventory management will be examined from an optimization 

process viewpoint to illustrate the various activities related to inventory control. After that 

different inventory related costs are discussed briefly. Finally, two common analysis tools 

to differentiate inventory articles in ABC-, and XYZ-categories are discussed, since the 

implementation of different methods in the case company is mostly based on these analyses.  
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3.1. Optimization of inventory management 

Hofmann et al. (2011, 31-41) view inventory management from working capital 

optimization perspective. According to them controlling inventories is one of the key factors 

in working capital optimization activities since inventories are the largest item in working 

capital with an average share of 34%. By optimizing inventories companies can create 

success factor through working capital management and provide added liquidity. Hofmann 

et al. (2011, 32) presented an optimization process of inventory management, which included 

four stages of different analysis, strategies and controlling. This process is presented in the 

figure 5.  

 

 

Figure 5 Optimization process of inventory management (Hofmann et al., 2011, 32) 

 

The process begins with analysing the actual current situation of inventories. This analysis 

consists the classification of inventory and storage types, along with measurement of costs 

caused by these inventory and storage types. The inventory type classification depends 

significantly on the nature of the analysed company, yet it helps organisations to illustrate 

the flow of materials. In the second stage of the optimisation process an ABC and XYZ-

analysis are often conducted. These analyses are based on the volume, value, and the 

precision of consumption forecast. They will be examined more precisely later in this 

chapter. (Hofmann et al., 2011, 32-35) 

 

After conducting these different analyses, the next stage in the optimization process of 

inventory management is the definition of individual inventory strategies. This phase 

demands planning of various activities such as lot sizes, order quantities and order date 

schedules. This phase likewise includes the determination of the warehouse model. The last 

stage in the process is the implementation and controlling. In this phase it is crucial that the 
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managing organization constantly tracks and adjusts the inventories if changes are 

recognised. Another important activity in the last stage of the process is to specify the ratios 

for performance measurement and if the ratios are not complied with, the execution of 

additional measures. (Hofmann et al., 2011, 37-39) 

 

3.2. Inventory costs  

Different inventory related costs are often categorised into distinct categories. According to 

Muller (2011, 2) the inventory costs can generally be categorised into ordering costs and 

holding costs. In this categorisation the ordering costs include costs, that exist regardless of 

the value of the material, such as salaries of the purchasing personnel and costs of expediting. 

The holding costs then include cost of capital tied to inventories, storage costs and product 

handling costs. (Muller, 2011, 2) Hofmann et al., (2011, 38) likewise use the ordering costs 

and holding costs in their inventory total cost determination. However, they refer to holding 

costs as carrying costs, which include similar factors with Muller (2011, 2). Axsäter (2015, 

38) acknowledges the categories of ordering and holding related costs as well and adds a 

distinct category of shortage costs.  

 

As mentioned above, the ordering costs include the salaries of the purchasing personnel and 

costs of expediting the items (Muller, 2011, 2) Ordering costs are occasionally discussed as 

setup costs in the ordering process. In addition to the administrative costs, ordering costs 

include various other fixed costs such as order handling and transportation. Therefore, they 

include all the costs that are generated in the ordering stage, yet they are not determined by 

the size of the order. (Axsäter, 2015, 38)  

 

The holding or carrying costs, which are created through the need of keeping items in stock, 

include all the warehouse space related costs and opportunity costs for capital tied up in 

inventory (Hofmann et al., 2011, 37; Axsäter, 2015, 38). Other factors in carrying costs 

might include obsolescence, taxes, and damages. Generally, all elements that change with 

the inventory level should be included. (Axsäter, 2015, 38) The measurement of the total 
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holding costs is a common problem and often they are not accurately known. Instead, they 

are approximated according to industry specific rules or general guidelines. (Azzi, Battini, 

Faccio, Persona & Sgarbossa, 2014) 

 

3.3. Inventory categorisation 

As organisations stock thousands of different items (Buxey, 2006) or even hundreds of 

thousands (Vrat, 2014, 37), the categorisation of the items is in key role to manage and 

control the inventories efficiently (Freeman, 2005). According to Vrat (2014, 37) giving the 

same amount of attention, for managing each of the items in stock, causes the controlling to 

be non-productive. The author refers to selective inventory management, which should be 

the origin of cost-effective inventory management. Selective inventory management or 

inventory categorisation improves the inventory managements concentration on the critical 

control points. Vrat (2014, 37-38) 

 

In order to manage inventories efficiently, companies have to analyse and categorise their 

inventories constantly. According to Scholz-Reiter, Heger, Meinecke, and Bergmann (2012) 

there are various ways to divide the inventories into distinct categories and they vary on the 

objectives. The authors state that the main categorisation methods include ABC and XYZ 

analysis. Generally, inventory management has been a popular topic during the last decades 

in the academic literature and various models have been developed for conducting especially 

the ABC analysis (Zomerdijk & de Vries, 2003). Chu, Liang and Liao (2008) likewise 

mention that the ABC analysis is one of the most extensively used approaches in 

organisations. This emphasizes the important and practical role of ABC categorisation in 

companies.   

 

According to Teunter, Babai, and Syntetos (2010) ABC categorization technique is widely 

adopted in organisations to streamline the company and to manage the great number of items 

stocked in inventories. The basis of ABC categorisation technique is in “Pareto’s Law”, 

which eventually evolved to the well-known 80-20 rule (Vrat, 2014, 38-39; Muller, 2011, 

70). According to Vrat (2014, 39) the rule has been validated in various situations in practical 
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context with no excuses and it increases efficiency by aiming the focus towards the most 

critical factors regardless of the function. Muller (2011, 70) describes the 80-20 rule on a 

common level; “approximately 20 percent of things have 80 percent of the “value” of all of 

the items concentrated within them, and that the other 80 percent only have 20 percent of 

the value concentrated within them.”  

 

In the material inventory context, the 80-20 rule means that 20 percent of the items represents 

80 percent of the material consumption in financial worth and the other 80 percent represents 

only 20 percent of the material budget. Therefore, it is efficient to concentrate on optimising 

the top 20 percent that represent 80 percent of the budget. (Vrat, 2014, 40) The exact 

percentages of the categories vary between the companies and studies, yet the idea is similar. 

As mentioned in the chapter 3.1., according to Hofmann et al. (2011, 35) ABC categories 

are formed according to volume and value percentages. Vrat (2014, 40) uses the term annual 

usage value for determining the financial value of consumption, which can be computed as 

in the equation 1.  

 

Annual usage value = annual consumption in units * unit purchase price                        (1) 

 

By calculating these values for the materials in stock the inventory can be categorised into 

three distinct groups according to the ABC technique. The three categories and their 

characteristics (Chu et al., 2008; Hofmann et al., 2011, 35; Vrat, 2014, 41; Scholz-Reiter et 

al., 2012) are presented below:  

 

• A-items: (High value) Low volume of items approximately 10–20% that account for 70–

80% of the total annual inventory usage value 

• B-items: (Medium value) Medium volume includes 20–30% of the items that account 

for approximately 10%-20% of the annual usage value 

• C-items: (Low value) High volume items cover 60–70% yet account only for 5–10% of 

the total annual inventory value. 
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After the items have been classified into categories with annual usage value descending, a 

cumulative graph can be presented based on the data. Figure 6 presents an example of 

cumulative ABC curve. There, the cumulative percent of the items in inventory is illustrated 

on the x-axis, and the cumulative percentage of the annual inventory usage value is 

represented on the y-axis. The ABC curve demonstrates how critical the impact of focusing 

on only 10 percent of the used items is. By targeting the A-group alone with approved 

controlling methods companies can influence majority of their yearly material expenses.  

(Vrat, 2014, 41-42)    

 

 

Chu et al. (2008) reminds that even though ABC analysis is the most widespread technique 

in inventory management, there are various factors that are not included in the analysis. The 

authors describe that this is related to the main limitation of the ABC method, that it 

considers only one criterion and ignores some critical management considerations. 

According to Pekarčíková, Trebuňa, and Fiľo (2014) one common solution is combining the 

item classification based on the annual usage values though ABC analysis with a method 

Figure 6 ABC analysis curve (Vrat, 2014, 41) 
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that examines the classification through the regularity of item consumption and the 

forecasting precision of the consumption. This type of a classification technique is often 

referred to as the XYZ analysis, already mentioned in the chapter 3.1. Pekarčíková et al. 

(2014) mention that with the efficient combination of these two methods companies can 

achieve benefits such as cost-savings and avoid the issues of inadequate supply. 

 

According to Scholz-Reiter et al. (2012) the XYZ analysis is often used to support the ABC 

analysis in categorisation of inventory. The authors specify that the XYZ is statistically 

based on “the ratio of the standard deviation of item consumption over a certain period and 

the average consumption” (Scholz-Reiter et al., 2012). Pekarčíková et al. (2014) and Scholz-

Reiter et al. (2012) both include the fluctuations in demand into the categories, whereas 

Hofmann et al. (2011, 36) describe it as forecast precision, yet likewise mention that the 

precision can be evaluated by determining a coefficient of variation or fluctuation. 

Therefore, the regularity of consumption or demand affects the level of forecast precision. 

If the item has an irregular consumption the forecasting precision will be low, and the amount 

of inventory is difficult or unconceivable to predict. Through this classification, three distinct 

categories are formed (Hofmann et al., 2011, 36; Pekarčíková et al., 2014; Scholz-Reiter et 

al., 2012; Errasti, Chackelson & Poler, 2010) and they are presented below:  

 

• X-items: items that have regular or constant consumption with rather rare fluctuations. 

The forecasting precision for this category items is high. 

• Y-items: items that have stronger fluctuation in consumption due to trends of stocks and 

seasonal consumption reasons. The forecasting precision for Y-class items is medium.  

• Z-items: items that have completely irregular or stochastic consumption and therefore 

constant fluctuations. The precision of forecast for Z-items is deeply low.    

 

According to Jin and Zhiguo (2013) the goal of the XYZ classification analysis is to reduce 

the inventory levels by recognizing the items that have less fluctuations and are easier to 

forecast. By combining these two complementary methods companies can form a nine-field 
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matrix to support the accurate inventory management decision making (Hofmann et al., 

2011, 36). This matrix is presented in the figure 7.  

 

  

By this categorisation of items in inventory it is easier for companies to develop different 

purchasing strategies to acquire the materials. Often the items with high value share and high 

or medium forecasting precision should be purchased simultaneously with the order, if 

possible, with just in time methods. This applies to AX, BX, and AY categories. The items 

in categories AZ and BZ, where value is high or medium, yet the forecasting is challenging, 

should be purchased according to the demand. If both the forecast precision and the value 

are on medium level, the items should be purchased as near to the order as possible. The 

items in class C, with the low value and high volume, can often be held in inventories 

especially if the forecasting precision is low. (Hofmann et al., 2011, 36-37) Scholz-Reiter et 

al. (2012) conclude that the integration of the items through these methods creates a benefit, 

when items with similar features can be processed with similar material planning parameters. 

 

 

Figure 7 ABC-XYZ classification matrix (modified from Hofmann et al., 2011, 37) 
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4. MATERIAL PLANNING METHODS 

The supply chain material flow has a critical role when practitioners aim to streamline the 

operations and processes of their company. There are various techniques and methods to 

enhance the supply chain performance, yet most of these techniques have similar roots 

related to simplified flow of materials. Simplifying the flow of materials with activities such 

as compressing lead times, ordering small batches when needed, and eliminating all 

uncertainties throughout the supply chain is one of the key factors to achieve truly integrated 

supply chain. (Childerhouse & Towill, 2003) As the flow of materials has a major role in the 

performance of the supply chain, which further is closely related to the firm performance 

(Johnson & Templar, 2011), it is important for companies to plan and control their material 

related activities.  

 

There are several alternative ways to plan and manage the material flows of an organization. 

The methods aim to address the two primary questions of material planning; “When to 

order/deliver?” and “How much to order?” (Jonsson & Mattsson, 2006) Although the 

different material planning techniques have similar goals and they offer similar support, the 

applicability of a certain method depends on multiple factors such as demand, product, and 

manufacturing features. Therefore, it is important to recognize that there is no one-size-fits-

all approach to material planning. (Jonsson & Mattsson, 2003) 

 

In their research, Jonsson and Mattsson (2008) examine the material planning performance 

through material planning methods. In the study the planning performance of a certain 

method consist of two distinct factors, which are the user-friendliness and operational 

performance. By user-friendliness, the authors mean the easiness of using a certain method 

and how time consuming it is. The operational performance illustrates how strongly the 

management of material flows and inventories equals to the expectations. Jonsson and 

Mattsson (2008) conclude that adequate operational performance is equivalent to a user-

friendly method. According to the authors if a method has a high level of operational 

performance the users probably discover the method as user-friendly. This can be achieved, 
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for example by calculating the planning parameters precisely and reconsidering them 

constantly. Generally, the use of MRP and Kanban-based methods leads to better 

performance compared to other planning methods such as reorder point or fixed order 

interval techniques. The support of other systems likewise has an influence on the planning 

performance through user-friendliness, for example the capability of an enterprise resource 

planning system to support the material planning method. (Jonsson and Mattsson, 2008) 

 

In this chapter the characteristics of few critical material planning methods are examined 

and compared. The aim is to build a theoretical background for the different material 

planning methods that are in linkage to the case company’s operations. At first, some of the 

important planning parameters related to planning methods are presented and addressed. 

After that the factors affecting the applicability of the distinct methods are introduced. 

Finally, the typical characteristics and basics of different material planning methods will be 

presented. The material planning and purchasing tools that are going to be analyzed are 

material requirement planning (MRP) and Kanban-based methods. 

 

4.1. Planning parameters  

The performance of material planning activities somewhat depends on the appropriateness 

and usability of a certain method (Jonsson and Mattsson, 2008).  Planning parameters are 

needed to develop a certain action or function for the elements used to arrange the material 

planning guidelines. Various parameters in the material planning system affect how the 

material planning and management systems operate. Planning parameters have a critical role 

in material planning and purchasing, because if they are poorly decided, they are directly 

linked to shortages, imbalances, insufficient schedules, and other issues related to planning 

processes. For material planning and ordering, planning parameters consist of factors such 

as safety stocks, transit times, leads times, and other different time periods. (McDonald, 

2009, 93) According to Jonsson and Mattsson (2006) the essential parameters are linked to 

lot sizing, safety structures and lead times. 
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These different parameters related to managing the material flow in organizations have been 

a popular subject in studies and practical situations. The extensive literature review by 

Williams and Tokar (2008) concerning inventory management research in major logistics 

journals, presented how various analytical studies are related to determining lot sizes and 

safety structures. The planning parameters often determine these questions linked to timing, 

quantity factors, and uncertainty issues to balance supply and demand. The factors related to 

quantity are relatively similar for all the methods, however the timing processes are often 

explicit to each method. (Jonsson and Mattsson, 2006) 

 

 In their research, Jonsson and Mattsson (2016) identified that the use of analytical 

techniques to determine the planning parameters has less influence on performance 

compared to other manners such as planning frequency and order release automation. 

Therefore, the authors emphasize the discrepant relationship between the amount of research 

conducted and the practical impact of analytical methods to determine the planning 

parameters.  

 

Determining the lot size refers to the crucial role of material planning in deciding how much 

to order. The order quantity control addresses and balances two main factors; ordering costs 

and inventory holding costs. There are various categories of different techniques to balance 

these factors. First, are the methods that determine the lot size by the direct requirement. 

Second category is related to the experience-based way of determining the order quantities 

by common judgement. The final category includes the techniques where the lot size is 

calculated based on the cost evaluations. The second category methods are often time-

consuming compared to the calculation methods, yet the results from the calculations are 

critically dependent on the data quality. (Jonsson and Mattsson, 2006) According to Axsäter 

(2015, 45) the most well-known model to determine the order quantity is the economic order 

quantity (EOQ) model. It has built a basis for numerous other practical applications. Jonsson 

and Mattsson (2006) remind that in order to keep the order quantities relevant to current 

situation, companies need to constantly re-examine them. 
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Determining authentic lead times is crucial for all the material planning techniques. They 

are related to reorder point calculations in those methods and date scheduling in the material 

requirements planning methods. (Jonsson and Mattsson, 2006) Lead time determination has 

an important role when companies aim to solve problems related to inventories such as the 

bullwhip effect (Agrawal, Sengupta & Shanker, 2009). According to Jonsson and Mattsson 

(2006) similar to order quantities, lead times can be determined on the basis of experience 

or calculations. The authors add that lead times can likewise be based on actual time.  

 

Axsäter (2015, 99) describes that since the supply process is often stochastic, the lead times 

are rather stochastic in practice as well. Muthuraman, Seshadri, and Wu (2015) likewise 

mention that empirical examples have shown that lead times depend on various supplier-

related uncertainties and therefore they are stochastic by nature. Axsäter (2015, 99-100) 

categories stochastic lead times to sequential deliveries that are independent of the lead time 

demand, where orders cannot cross in time and to independent stochastic lead times, where 

the orders are fulfilled by many separate suppliers. The author likewise mentions that this 

stochastic nature of the lead times complicates the lead time determination and evaluation. 

 

The aim of safety stock determination is to reduce stockouts and improve service levels and 

therefore balance the fluctuations in supply and demand. However, there is a need for 

optimizing the level of safety stocks to balance the inventory levels, carrying costs and 

obsolescence risks, which are the disadvantages of extra safety. (Ganesan, 2015, 29) 

According to Jonsson and Mattsson (2006) in addition to safety stocks, companies can 

protect from material flow disruptions by adding safety time with material planning 

techniques.  van Kampen, van Donk, and van der Zee (2010) studied both safety stocks and 

safety lead times with unreliability in supply and demand. They concluded that with 

uncertain demand information, keeping safety stock leads to greater performance, while 

utilizing safety lead time leads to greater performance in case of a variable supply.  

  

Similar to lot sizes and lead times, there are many ways to determine the safety stocks or 

safety time structures. According to Jonsson and Mattsson (2006) the optimal way would be 

to consider the benefits, risks and costs, presented above by Ganesan (2015, 29). The 
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alternative ways include experience-based techniques and adding fixed percentage to the 

determined lead times. Compared to the calculative approach, these latter two methods are 

less desirable, particularly the experience-based determination is time-consuming to update 

and cannot be automated. (Jonsson and Mattsson, 2006) Commonly, the advantage of 

focusing on optimizing the safety stocks is better responsiveness, whereas safety lead time 

contributes to increased flexibility (van Kampen, van Donk, van der Zee, 2010).  

 

These various planning parameters and their determination have a crucial role in achieving 

accurate and relevant material processes. As companies operate in dynamic environment the 

frequency to review the determined parameters impacts the methods and therefore the 

operational performance of a certain material planning activity. (Jonsson and Mattsson, 

2006) According to the research by Jonsson and Mattsson (2008), determining and re-

evaluating the planning parameters and the planning frequencies have a major influence on 

company’s ability to control the material planning successfully. Their study likewise 

presented how lead times and safety stocks as parameters are most critical for MRP methods, 

whereas the reorder point is the most critical parameter for reorder point methods. In 

Kanban-based methods this for example means the number of Kanbans. (Jonsson and 

Mattsson, 2008) 

 

4.2. Planning environment  

Another important factor to consider, when examining material planning methods, in 

addition to the planning parameters is the specific planning environment. The suitability of 

a certain method is closely related to the nature of the purchased product, which was likewise 

analysed and explained through inventory categorisation in the chapter 3.3. In addition to 

the nature of the product, the appropriateness of a specific material planning method depends 

on demand, and manufacturing features. Therefore, the suitability of material planning 

method always depends on occasion. (Jonsson and Mattsson, 2003) It is essential for 

companies to connect the market specifications and demands to operational activities and 

the activities to manufacturing management and planning, in order to be successful (Berry 

& Hill, 1992) 
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Ivert and Jonsson (2014) examined advanced planning systems in operations planning and 

studied the suitability of these systems in relation to the complexity of a planning 

environment. The authors described low complexity level environment as a single 

production site where the demand is predictable, lead times are steady, and the number of 

customers and suppliers is limited. High complexity level consists of complex details and 

dynamic environment. The advanced planning systems were more suitable in the complex 

environment with ambitious operational goals. (Ivert & Jonsson, 2014) Jonsson and 

Mattsson (2016) emphasized the importance of external and internal contextual challenges 

since they moderate the impact of material planning method on inventory performance. 

 

In their research, Jonsson and Mattsson (2003) defined four groups based on planning 

environment specialties; complex customer products, configure to order products, batch 

production of standardized products and repetitive mass production. The authors stated that 

these groups were different in the before-mentioned features of product, demand, and 

manufacturing, which likewise build the basis for suitability of a certain planning method. 

Therefore, each of the many planning methods is suitable, to a certain extent, to many 

planning environments. (Jonsson and Mattsson, 2003) 

 

The research by Jonsson and Mattsson (2003) likewise indicated how the method specific 

user satisfaction level varies between different planning environments. The batch production 

environment had a greater amount of satisfied users and least dissatisfied users compared to 

the other environment groups. The alone environment with more dissatisfied user in contrast 

to satisfied users is the configure to order group, which might indicate the challenges that 

the dynamic environment creates. (Jonsson and Mattsson, 2003) Bozarth, Warsing, Flynn, 

and Flynn (2009) conclude that the complexity and instability of the supply chain in 

upstream, downstream, and manufacturing activities has overall a negative impact on the 

performance of a manufacturing plant.  
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4.3. Material requirements planning  

Material requirements planning (MRP) is a planning method that in addition to purchased 

item and quantity likewise controls the time of arrival through a system. This type of a right 

item, in right quantity and at right time approach was firstly introduced already in the 1960’s. 

(Muller, 2011, 139) According to Axsäter (2015, 160) MRP is a system where the 

determined reorder point constantly updates in relation to the known various requirements. 

Muller (2011, 140) presents that however there are various differences in reorder point-based 

systems and MRP, the most critical ones in including the production schedule and bill of 

materials into the decision making. According to the author the MRP system is based on 

dependent demand and master schedule, the objective of the system is to meet the 

manufacturing demands of a company.  

 

Axsäter (2015, 160-161) describes the planning activities when utilizing MRP system. The 

planning is conducted in a periodic review, which could for example be a one-week period. 

Muller (2011, 144-145) lists this a major advantage of the MRP that it is a forward-thinking 

system, which supports accurate planning and inventory optimisation through predictability. 

However, the author likewise reminds that MRP as a planning system and method is truly 

dependent on the quality of the data. Axsäter (2015, 160-161) presents the sources of data 

that MRP is built on and those are listed in the table 1.  

 

Table 1 MRP data sources (Axsäter, 2015, 160-161) 

 

 

  

Material requirements planning data 

Final product production program, a master production schedule 

External demand of other items 

A bill of material for each item 

Item inventory status  

Lead times 

Safety procedures 
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The production program likewise known as the master production schedule in manufacturing 

environment generally consist of plan for concluding assembly and customer delivery. The 

schedule should cover the total system lead time which is the period between raw material 

ordering and customer delivery. (Axsäter, 2015, 160-161) Muller (2011, 140) summarizes 

that the schedule arranges what to manufacture, when, and in what quantities either in short- 

or long-term perspective. By external demand of other items, Axsäter (2015, 161) means the 

demand for items such as spare parts, where their demand might not originate from the 

production plan. A bill of material is the formula of a certain item including raw materials 

needed and subassemblies in correct quantities, needed to build the item (Axsäter, 2015, 161; 

Muller, 2011, 141). Inventory status includes the on-hand items, the items on order and 

backorders. The lead times consist of constant lead times for all the items, whereas the safety 

procedures include batch sizes and the safety stocks and safety lead times discussed earlier 

in chapter 4.1. (Axsäter, 2015, 161) 

 

According to McDonald (2009, 10) the output of utilizing MRP as a material planning 

method is strongly linked to the quality of the data and to the determined planning 

parameters. The author continues that since there is wide range of needed parameters to 

manage the vast amount of information, which are directly linked to issues such as item 

shortages. Therefore, the risk of MRP related issues is always present. As mentioned in the 

chapter 4.1. Jonsson and Mattsson (2008) presented that the most critical planning 

parameters for MRP are lead times and safety stocks. Planning environmentally MRP is the 

most appropriate planning system in detailed planning level, however it is used as a planning 

method in most companies regardless of the environment. MRP likewise has satisfied users 

in all of the distinct planning environments. (Jonsson & Mattsson, 2003) Plenert (1999) 

discussed that MRP is most efficient method in a planning environment characterised by 

complexity of standard products, rather long production lead times, flexible timing and 

variance in demand.  

 

 According to the study of Jonsson and Mattsson (2006) nearly half of the studied companies 

based their MRP related lot size decisions on experimental analysis rather than on calculative 

examination. Their research likewise presented that safety stocks are generally most utilized 
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safety mechanism for MRP and that lead time determination based on general judgement is 

decreasing. When determining these different critical parameters, the use of experience-

based evaluation has overall decreased among the MRP users and there is likewise a trend 

to more frequent planning of materials (Jonsson & Mattsson, 2006). Overall MRP is the 

most widespread and most common system utilized in manufacturing companies (Jonsson 

& Mattsson, 2016). According to Spearman, Woodruff, and Hopp (1990) MRP is recognized 

as the applicable method for most manufacturing companies compared to Kanban. However, 

Kanban may produce greater results if it can be used properly.   

 

4.4. Kanban  

As companies constantly aim for improved effectiveness and competitiveness, they have 

started to examine alternative methods to the traditional MRP technique. One alternative 

method that has gained recognition since 1980’s is the lean production concept, which 

includes various production and material flow methods such as Kanban-based systems. This 

trend was identified in the research by Jonsson and Mattsson (2006) as they presented how 

the usage of Kanban as a material planning method expanded significantly in the 1990’s.  

 

Lean production was developed after the World War II in Japan. It can be traced to the 

principles of Toyota production system and it was developed by Japanese engineers Taiichi 

Ohno and Shigeo Shingo. Already in the early 20th century Henry Ford had used same type 

of methodologies regarding high throughput and low inventories which influenced the later 

development in Toyota. The Toyota production system included and developed a vast 

amount of the lean tools like just-in-time methods which emphasizes Toyota’s role as a 

model of excellence in lean manufacturing. (Drohomeretski, Gouvea da Costa, Pinheiro de 

Lima & Garbuio, 2014; Salah, Rahim & Carretero, 2010; Arnheiter & Maleyeff, 2005, Hopp 

& Spearman, 2001) 

 

Womack and Jones (1996) presented the lean approach in five principles; specify value 

adding activities and non-value adding activities, identify the value stream, create a value 

flow, let the customer pull the product, and aim for perfection. The whole concept of lean 
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aims to elimination of waste and all of these five principles are essential in reaching that 

goal. The waste can exist either inside or outside of the company, therefore it is crucial to 

focus on the whole value stream. In a lean value stream, all of the potential waste is 

eliminated. (Hines & Taylor, 2000, 4-5.) 

 

Kanban is a material control method that companies utilize to accomplish just-in-time 

manufacturing principles. The aim is that every process in the production chain pulls just the 

right amount and right kind of parts that the process needs at the right time. Generally, in 

Kanban this pulling motion is achieved through utilizing a physical or electronical card. 

(Kumar, Choe & Venkataraman, 2012) The card is used to signal that the inventory must be 

replenished and therefore an order for new material must be created through Kanban card or 

computerized electronic Kanban system (Laksham, 2006). This way Kanban creates a 

control loop for all the alternative stock between suppliers, purchasers, and production 

(Lödding, 2013, 183). Such Kanban-based systems can likewise be referred to as the lean 

pull replenishment methods (Kumar et al., 2012). Therefore, it has a clear role in the lean 

approach principles presented above by Womack and Jones (1996) especially in allowing 

the customer to pull the product. 

 

As Kanban is a company-wide system that is often implement across the supply chain 

processes it can be viewed from a production perspective or as a specific type of an order 

system (Lödding, 2013, 196, 210; Axsäter, 2015, 41). In a basic Kanban-based purchasing 

policy there are N containers with a card attached to them and each container consists of Q 

units of a certain item. When the container becomes empty the card is used as an order for 

Q units. (Axsäter, 2015, 41) Or the company can decide to collect the empty cards and 

specify a certain number of individual cards in a batch (Liker, 2021). Then the order is 

created after the number of emptied cards reaches the batch quantity. The goal of using a 

Kanban system is to create a simple method for minimizing the inventory levels and 

therefore purchase and produce only those items that are truly consumed (Ansari & 

Modarress, 1995). 
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In comparison to MRP, Laksham (2006) presents several reasons for implementing a 

Kanban-based material planning method. The most critical one is that unlike MRP, Kanban 

does not rely on forecast when making purchasing decision. In evaluating overall demand, 

forecasts have proven beneficial, however they often lack the ability to signal which items 

are required and when. According to the author the issues of MRP lead to excessive 

inventories and costly late changes to orders. Despite of the excessive inventories 

manufacturers often mention that the face stock outs for key parts of production. Compared 

to MRP the other benefits include factors such as increased visibility, accurate deliveries, 

cut down stock outs and late order changes. (Laksham, 2006)  

 

According to Lödding (2013, 196) when Kanban is viewed from material ordering 

perspective, the logistical advantages of the system are a result from the logistic conditions 

that are needed in utilizing the Kanban effectively. According to the author the essential 

logistic boundary requirements include factors such as small lot sizes, one piece flow, 

organized processes, and low level of fluctuations in consumption. Similar factors were 

already presented in the chapter 3.3. by Hofmann et al. (2011, 36-37) that AX, BX, and AY 

inventory categorised items could be purchased by utilizing just-in-time methods such as 

Kanban.  

 

Kumar et al. (2012) mention that the benefits of the traditional manual Kanban system are 

limited when viewing it from supply chain perspective including the role of external 

suppliers. According to the research of Lage Junior and Godinho Filho (2010) there are many 

variations created on the basis of the traditional Kanban system. One of the most 

advantageous variation the authors identified in their study was E-kanban. The authors 

mention that it follows the traditional kanban logic but the signals are electronical instead of 

physical. The information included in the Kanban card in the manual system is adapted 

likewise into an electronical form by utilizing barcodes. This way the information can be 

managed in a computerized system and communicated at each stage of purchasing. (Kumar 

et al., 2012) 
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Ansari and Modarress (1995) studied wireless kanban already in the 1990’s and presented 

how the technology innovations could create new opportunities for utilization of kanban in 

an electronical form. According to the authors the use of electronic kanbans could be a 

benefecial alternative to cover the disadvantages of manual kanban such as misplacements, 

lack of control, and distance. As companies have constantly become more dependent on the 

internal and external transfers of information electronically, the need for merging Kanban 

practices into computerized form has grown (Vernyi & Vinas, 2005). 

 

According to Laksham (2006) the electronic Kanban system solves the problem of poor 

manageability with improved communication and therefore strengthens visibility and 

performance. Kumar et al. (2012) mention that electronic kanban program aims to enhance 

the on-time deliveries, lessen stock outs, and decrease costly late changes to orders through 

adjustment of production and real time consumption. The research by Takahashi, Morikawa, 

and Nakamura (2004) reminds that companies must be aware of the potential changes in 

demand and react to the changes by adding safety into the Kanban cycle for example in the 

form of extra Kanban cards. As mentioned in the chapter 4.1. the number of Kanban cards 

is the most critical parameter in Kanban-based planning methods (Jonsson and Mattsson, 

2008).  

 

In the study by Jonsson and Mattsson (2003) common Kanban method planning 

environments are the configure to order and repetitive mass production. Their research 

identified that these environments include most satisfied and least dissatisfied Kanban users. 

Overall most of the Kanban users were pleased with the methods usability. The research by 

Rahman, Sharif, and  Esa (2013) emphasizes the engagement of top management, supplier 

cooperation, inventory control, and quality improvement as critical factors for successful 

implementation and utilization of Kanban-based system.  
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5. METHODOLOGY AND DATA 

The goal of this research is to analyse the role of material planning methods in operative 

purchasing. In the previous chapters a theoretical background was presented to operative 

purchasing, inventory management, and material planning to build a basis for the usage of 

material planning methods. To study the main research problem from practical perspective, 

the theoretical background is supported by empirical research. This chapter explains the 

selected research method and approach. This chapter likewise describes the empirical data 

and the data collection.  

 

The aim of the chapter is to clarify the selected research method, describe the research data, 

and assess the reliability and validity of the study. The chapter begins with an introduction 

to the case and to the current state in usage of material planning methods in the case 

company. After that the research methodology and approach are explained, followed by 

description of the empirical data and data analysis. Finally, the reliability and validity of the 

research are assessed. 

 

5.1. Case description  

This research is conducted as a single case study for a case company operating in technology 

manufacturing. The case company is a large multinational company which acts worldwide. 

This study is specifically conducted for the manufacturing site in Finland. Most of the 

produced items are for export and shipped to over 140 different countries. Likewise, most of 

the critical suppliers are located outside of Finland, therefore the material purchasing is 

conducted globally.  

 

The material or purchasing team in the site procures the needed materials for case company’s 

production. The buyers are responsible for adequate number of materials for the 

manufacturing of devices and that the production process is not interrupted due to stock out. 
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The outline of the operative purchasing process in the case company is illustrated below in 

the figure 8.  

 

 

 

 

 

The operative purchasing process in the case company is relatively similar to van Weele’s 

(2010, 42-43), where at first purchase order is initiated through signal from forecast demand, 

pull system or as inventory level descends to reorder level creating a planned order. Then, 

buyer examines the order parameters and approves the order. This phase is often influenced 

by whether the order is placed against a fixed contract or not. After that the order must be 

communicated to the supplier, which happens either automatically or manually. Finally, the 

buyer controls the situation regarding the purchase order and addresses the possible need for 

expediting, postponement, or cancellation.  

 

The case company uses Oracle as an enterprise resource planning (ERP) system in their 

operations. Oracle provides different types of tools and methods to support the material 

planning activities. The mostly utilized method is the Oracle Advanced Supply Chain 

Planning (ASCP). ASCP is a computerized application that performs planning, controlling, 

Figure 8 Operative purchasing in the case company 
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and balancing of supply and demand. In the application it is possible to create different kind 

of plans such as Material Requirements Planning (MRP), Master Production Scheduling 

(MPS), and Master Production Planning (MPP). MRP and MPS are generally used for 

manufacturing related activities to schedule production and material availability. (Siddiqui, 

2010, 19, 46) Other functions that the buyers use frequently in Oracle ERP are inventory 

balances, purchase order management, and bills of material description.   

 

The case company has globally implemented a new software, based on the production pull 

approach and more precisely on electronic Kanban methods. Through this new platform case 

company can control their production and materials management, yet in this research we are 

focusing on the material purchasing perspective. Therefore, we examine only the buy-items 

in the system. The Kanban software is based on the basic principles of Kanban presented in 

the chapter 4.4. The usage of Kanban cards triggers the need to purchase raw materials and 

the real time status of each card in the loop is visually illustrated in a dashboard. The cards 

contain similar information as traditional Kanban cards. Majority of the items that are 

currently managed in the new platform have previously been managed in the ASCP. These 

are generally the most critical, high value items with constant consumption. According to 

the inventory classification presented in the chapter 3.3. (Hofmann et al., 2011, 37) these are 

especially the AX-, BX-items.   

 

The case company has listed various reasons to implement the Kanban-based planning 

method for the above-mentioned items instead of managing them with MRP. MRP is truly 

dependent on the forecast accuracy and the utilization of forecast controls purchasing. 

Instead, in Kanban the actual consumption is the driver that affects requirements and loops. 

According to the case company unseen issues such as the low planning frequency and errors 

in determining the planning parameters for MRP-based planning is another factor that 

supports the implementation of the new application. In the new program the excess 

inventories should be easier to detect, and the program suggests adjustments related to cards. 

 

The easiness and improved visuality of the system itself are a major purpose of the new 

application. Visuality should support in recognizing different material related issues and the 
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system is based on simple equations instead of multiple data sources. The newly 

implemented system should not require extensive training and the planning parameters are 

flexible for modifications. When utilizing the MRP-based planning the need for purchase 

order monitoring is ordinary, as the occurred differences in forecast lead to differences in 

material demand. This is detrimental in various ways since it may produce waste and extra 

work. Confirmed orders are often not effortless to cancel as they affect the entire supply 

network. Therefore, constant requirements to amend orders might cause supplier relationship 

related problems likewise. Generally, the inventory levels are higher in MRP methods than 

in just-in-time approach of Kanban-based methods. According to the case company, as in 

the new system the actual consumption drives the process, it leads to lower level of order 

monitoring requirements which addresses the MRP-related problems described above. 

 

The case company’s site in Finland desires to examine the role of these alternative ways in 

managing and planning the material flows related to their manufacturing activities. The 

method to plan and control the material status is a crucial tool that is in operative usage 

continuously. As most of this controlling and responsibility of material availability belongs 

to the site’s materials team, the material planning methods are studied through their 

experiences in the daily operative purchasing activities.    

 

5.2. Research methodology and approach  

This thesis is conducted as a case study for the case company. Case study was selected as a 

research strategy based on the research questions and the subject of the thesis. According to 

Farquhar (2012, 5) the case study is “an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary 

phenomenon in depth and within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries 

between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident”. The contemporary phenomenon 

in this case research is the Kanban-based system that has been implemented in the case 

company. The case study method is an effective and important method when conducting 

research about supply chain management and operations (Seuring, 2008; Voss, Tsikriktsis 

& Frohlich, 2002) According to Voss et al. (2002) case study as a method has various 

challenges, however it could create significant benefits for example to the practitioners.   
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Generally, business research is categorised into qualitative and quantitative approaches. This 

research is conducted from a qualitative approach. Often the qualitative perspective aims for 

clarification and understanding of a certain phenomenon, while the quantitative perspective 

addresses the testing of hypothesis, and statistical analysis. The objective of the data 

gathering and analysis in the qualitative approach is comprehensive understanding of a 

context specific subject. (Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2008, 3-4) Focusing on qualitative 

methods is important for conducting a comprehensive analysis about the studied 

phenomenon, which is especially critical as the subject of the case study is related to 

purchasing and operations management (Kähkönen, 2011). The aim of this thesis is to 

understand the role of material planning methods in the case company’s operative 

purchasing activities. Therefore, the qualitative approach is selected instead of the 

quantitative. 

  

5.3. Data collection 

There are several ways to collect empirical data for a case study. In addition, there is often 

existing empirical data that could support the researcher in conducting the study. Interviews, 

surveys, and observation are typical methods to acquire data in business related case studies. 

Existing data sources are often company specific and include sources such as documents, 

reports, meetings, statistics, and budgets. The challenge in utilizing existing data is the 

limited availability and restricted access. (Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2008, 125-126) 

 

The primary data for the empirical part of the thesis is collected through interviews at the 

case company. The interviewing approach for acquiring the information is individual semi-

structured interview. When collecting qualitative data, the interviews are often in semi-

structed form, meaning that the interview follows a certain guide when at the same time it 

allows flexibility in the answers (Farquhar, 2012, 73). The themes, concepts and issues of 

the thesis give an outline for the interviews, aiming for an in-depth answer to the questions 

(Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2008, 82). Secondary data for the case research is collected through 

participant observation at the case company’s operational activities. Eriksson and 
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Kovalainen (2008, 86) describe participant observation as an empirical data collection 

method, where the researcher is part of the situation they are studying. 

 

The semi-structured or guided interviewing approach is especially beneficial when analysing 

both ‘how’ and ‘what’ questions. The aim is to create informal conversation to generate in-

depth knowledge about the studied subject. (Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2008, 82) Therefore, 

the guided interviewing approach is suitable for conducting the primary data collection in 

this thesis. In the interviewing situation it is crucial to build a certain level of trust to create 

a detailed conversation. The researcher’s participation in the case company’s activities 

likewise supports the selection of interviews as a data collection method as the interviewees 

are already to some extent familiar with the researcher.  

 

According to Eriksson and Kovalainen (2008, 125-126) case study data could be collected 

through either single or combined number of sources. The authors mention that when the 

empirical data is gathered from multiple sources the case research is often considered as 

more accurate, authentic, and diverse. Therefore, the supporting data for the empirical part 

is gathered from participant observation. Observation as a supporting method often gives a 

perspective to the interview answers and supports to identify possible bias (Farquhar, 2012, 

75). Therefore, the individual semi-structured interviews are supported by participant 

observation in this case study. 

 

5.4. Selection and description of the interviewees  

According to Farquhar (2012, 74) the interviewees must be selected based on the ability to 

provide the information that is critical for the research. As the topic of the thesis is relatively 

specific to the case company, the interviewees were selected from the case company’s 

materials team. The buyers that work in this team utilize the material planning methods in 

their daily activities and therefore they have the most valuable knowledge regarding them. 

Operative purchasing and the management of the purchased items is one of their main 

responsibilities. The principal goal for selecting the interviewees was to interview those how 
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utilize both MRP, and Kanban-based planning methods to support the goals and research 

problems of this thesis.  

 

The interviews were held during December 2021. Each of the interviews were held 

individually on Teams. According to the instructions by Farquhar (2012, 74) a few precise 

background information answers were collected from the interviewees, these are presented 

in the table 2. These include factors such as position, how long the interviewee has worked 

for the case company, and how much experience they have in the current, or similar 

purchasing position. The table likewise covers the time and duration of the interviews.   

 

 

Table 2 Description of the interviewees 

Interviewee Position Has worked 

in the 

company for 

Experience in 

material 

purchasing 

Interview 

Method  

Time and 

length of 

the 

interview 

#1 Materials 

Specialist 

15 years  6 years Call in 

Teams 

20.12.2021 

23 minutes 

#2 Materials 

Specialist 

34 years 11 years Call in 

Teams 

21.12.2021 

59 minutes 

#3 Materials 

Specialist 

5 years 3 years Call in 

Teams 

22.12.2021 

39 minutes 
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Total of 3 buyers attended the interviews. The interview themes and questions were 

presented to the participants in advance, thus they were given an opportunity to prepare for 

the interview. Before the interview, the participants were informed that the interview audio 

was recorded, and the data was collected through the audio file afterwards. The duration 

between the interviews varied from 23 minutes to 59 minutes, since the buyers had a different 

level of experience with the recently implemented Kanban-based system.  

 

5.5. Data analysis 

According to Kähkönen (2011) when conducting a case study in the field of supply 

management one of the most important stages in the research process is the data analysis. 

As mentioned earlier the data for this research was collected through interviews held in 

Teams and all interviews were recorded. After the data was collected into three distinct audio 

recordings, the recordings were transcribed literally, resulting into three textual files each 

containing one interview and one master file which contained the whole combined interview 

data in textual format. 

 

As the interview form was categorized into four different themes, the next step in the data 

analysis was to create individual file for each interview theme and add all of the interview 

data related to that specific theme to the file. This phase resulted in four distinct files 

according to the interview themes. After that the individual files were read several times, 

pre-coded utilizing color-coding, and compared to the master data file in order to ensure that 

no critical data was lost during the process. This provided basis for the final coding of the 

data, which followed the interview themes and questions. The final coding was done 

manually utilizing color-coding and reassessed several times, resulting in categories based 

on the interview questions.  
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5.6. Reliability and validity of the research  

Case study as a research method often gains criticism in proving its integrity and therefore 

its contributions are usually undermined (Farquhar, 2012, 100). However, according to 

Stuart, McCutcheon, Handfield, McLachlin and Samson (2002) case study is one of the most 

efficient approaches in generating valid observations and contributions in operations 

management. Especially, since case study method supports the researcher’s attentive 

approach on the effects of various complex situations. To establish rigour, the research 

should follow a certain quality criterion including factors such as case selection, data 

gathering, validity, and reliability (Seuring, 2008). Thus, validity and reliability are measures 

to establish a level of quality in case study research.  

 

Reliability is often used as an evaluation principle for qualitative research. Reliability refers 

to the extent that the research would result in similar conclusions if it would be repeated 

several times. Therefore, it describes the level of consistency in research. (Eriksson & 

Kovalainen, 2008, 292) According to Stuart et al. (2002) the reliability of the research can 

be improved by utilizing a certain case study protocol, and by accurate documentation during 

the process, which would allow another researcher to conduct a study based on the same 

data.  

 

Validity is another generally used qualitative research assessment criterion. On a common 

level, it describes to which degree the research conclusions are accurate or explain the 

studied phenomenon. (Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2008, 292) It is often divided into distinct 

categories such as construct validity, internal validity, and external validity (Yin, 2003, 34; 

Stuart et al., 2002) Construct validity refers to whether the research analysis examines what 

it was supposed to examine. Internal validity is more research specific measurement, and it 

refers to the ability to form a causal relationship. It is suitable measurement in analysing 

certain cases which focus on whether a specific event led to a particular situation. External 

validity refers to the factor which case studies are often criticized about, the generalizability 

of the results. The case research approach often receives criticism for the lack of ability to 

extend the results into a more common context. (Farquhar, 2012, 101-102; Eriksson & 
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Kovalainen, 2008, 292-293; Stuart et al., 2002) However, Stuart et al. (2002) mentions that 

the generalization related to case research should not be viewed from samples to populations, 

but rather from each case to a broader theory.  

 

The reliability of this thesis is affected by several factors. The research is conducted to a case 

company from a limited approach and the topic is to some extent specific to the case 

company. According to Seuring (2008) the reliability of the research would be increased if 

the number of researchers would be more than one. As this thesis in conducted individually, 

it moderately decreases the level of reliability. As mentioned above the reliability can be 

improved by following a protocol and documentation during the process. The research is 

formed based on a certain research plan and the documentation especially in the data 

collection is completed accurately. To further increase the reliability of the thesis through 

data the description of the interviewees was presented earlier in the chapter 5.4., and quotes 

from the interview data are presented during the presentation of the empirical findings.  

 

The validity of this case research is primarily affected by the topic that is related to the case 

company’s context. The planning methods are different between each company and both the 

processes and the methods can be described only on a general level. Therefore, the 

generalization of the results is considerably limited in this thesis. The implementation of the 

different methods is, however generally based on theoretically studied inventory 

management categories, which improves the external validity slightly. Likewise, the 

selection of research methodology, data collection techniques, and the interviewees 

improves the internal validity of this thesis.  
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6. EMPIRICAL FINDINGS 

In this chapter the empirical findings are presented and examined. The findings are presented 

based on the conducted interviews and observation at the case company. This chapter 

follows the interview forms framework, covering each of the theme represented in the form. 

By conducting the analysis with this approach, the presentation of the empirical findings 

should create a coherent linkage to the data and to the research process.  

 

The interviews were designed, based on the research by Jonsson and Mattsson (2008), which 

distinguished two categories of material planning methods performance: user-friendliness 

and operational performance. Therefore, the empirical research is mostly associated with 

these themes. The aim is to analyse the role of MRP- (ASCP), and Kanban-based material 

planning methods in case company’s raw material purchasing. The first theme that is 

examined is user-friendliness and easiness of the methods. After that, the findings focus on 

the visuality of the planning methods, followed by operational performance. The final theme 

that the findings are examined through is the level of user satisfaction and the possible 

benefits and disadvantages of the methods.  

 

6.1. User-friendliness and easiness  

The first theme that was presented to the interviewees is the user-friendliness and the 

easiness of the material planning methods. The first theme consists of supporting questions 

to guide the conversation and gain specific topic-related knowledge. The first question 

concerns the effect of understanding the planning system completely and how important 

it is. On a common level all the responses highlighted the importance of gaining knowledge 

about the certain planning method. One respondent mentioned about assuming that for some 

of the users the simplicity might be more important compared to understanding the system 

thoroughly. However, each of the interviewees stressed that understanding the fundamentals 

behind the system is crucial in operational usage of the method.  
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The responses likewise indicate that having knowledge of the planning system is especially 

important under abnormal circumstances. One of the issues in the implementation of the 

Kanban-based system has been that the supplier might not always use the standardized 

quantities and the delivered quantity differs from the ordered quantity. This often 

complicates the operational usage of the method. Interviewee 2 describes the understanding 

of the Kanban-based system: 

 

” The essentials such as the different statuses of the Kanban-cards and their 

meanings are especially crucial to understand when exceptions occur. This 

understanding is not only based on theory and training, thus further on 

increasing amount of Kanban planned items and different variations as well.” 

(Interviewee 2) 

 

Based on the interviews and observation for system to be useful in varied situations it is 

important that the users understand the system thoroughly. The user must master the big 

picture and the details such as source of the input data in the system. This way the user can 

manage the material flow through the system in different situations. Interviewee 3 mentioned 

that understanding the system creates a significant benefit especially when problems need to 

be solved. According to interviewee 2 the management of materials through Kanban 

constantly becomes easier simultaneously as the number of items in the system increases. 

This way the buyer learns more about the system and its functions. 

 

After the respondents had discussed the importance of common level knowledge related to 

the different methods, the second question in the first theme assessed the possible 

differences of the methods in user-friendliness and easiness. According to interviewee 3 

the MRP-based planning has been utilized for a lengthy time and therefore it is often 

considered as self-evident. This could potentially complicate its critical evaluation. The 

respondent likewise mentioned that both methods are quite user-friendly and easy to use, 

furthermore there are no major differences except that the Kanban-based system is more 

visual. Interviewee 1 likewise mentioned that Kanban-based system is genuinely easy to use 

and easy to learn. However, according to the interviewee on a general level Kanban-based 

software is easier to use and learn in comparison to MRP-based system. As the Kanban-
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system includes far less data and information compared to the ASCP, thus for a completely 

new user it should have fewer factors to learn and master.  

 

” Both methods are easy to use and there are no major issues. The obvious 

difference is that the Kanban-system is more visual, however there are no 

differences in the easiness of the usage.” (Interviewee 3) 

 

When discussing the biggest differences in user-friendliness and easiness of MRP-based and 

Kanban-based material planning systems, Interviewee 2 mentioned that major benefit of 

MRP-system is that it displays the possible need for expediting the order. The system 

illustrates the purchase order’s information and the different order monitoring suggestions. 

According to interviewee 2 there are no indicator in the Kanban-cards to demonstrate the 

need for order monitoring, whereas in ASCP this is easy and clear to notice. 

 

In their research, Jonsson and Mattsson (2008) analyzed the user-friendliness through 

easiness, understanding and time consumption. Therefore, the third question in the first 

theme is related to how time consuming the use of the method is. Each interviewee 

mentioned that always when a new system is implemented it takes a certain amount of time 

to become familiar with it and to learn the system. Most of the interviewees felt that they are 

already familiar with the new Kanban-system and therefore, at least part of this early-stage 

learning is already completed. However, none of the respondents recognized any significant 

change in the distribution of their operative working time. 

 

All the respondents mentioned that as a new automated release feature has recently been 

implemented into the Kanban-based system, it might change the distribution of time in 

relation to the methods. The new feature automatically creates and releases the order to 

supplier without any manual work. According to interviewee 2 this discards the order 

management and approval from the process, that was presented in figure 8, in the chapter 

5.1. The interviewee likewise mentioned that this has not yet saved time since the time has 

been spent on solving different system related malfunctions or differences between the 

number of open orders and open Kanban-cards. Interviewee 3 had similar thoughts 
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concerning the distribution of time. According to the interviewee resolving the issues related 

to the deployment of the Kanban-method might partially explain the limited impact on time 

distribution. 

 

The interviewees described the malfunctions and the differences in the number of orders as 

issues that currently consume the otherwise saved time. These issues can happen in various 

stages since the entire material flow through production for these items is managed with the 

Kanban-based system. A common issue is that the Kanban-card is either emptied too soon 

or too late. According to interviewee 3 the Kanban-based system should reduce the time 

consumed on manual order releases in the future especially when the need for follow-up 

activities decreases and through utilization of the automated release feature. Interviewee 3 

describes the expectations related to time distribution in the future as follows:  

 

“I believe that in the long run as others, for example production personnel, 

become more familiar with the Kanban-based system, the number of issues 

will decrease which will decrease the workload of utilizing the method.” 

(Interviewee 3) 

 

The last question in the first theme considered the planning parameters from the user-

friendly perspective. Interviewee 1 mentioned that buyers do not set up the planning 

parameters in neither of the methods themselves, however especially on Kanban-based 

method the parameter organizing and modifying of the parameters seems rather simple. 

According to interviewee 1 one of the parameter related benefits of the Kanban-system is 

that the parameters are more likely to remain correct. Since, the ASCP defaults the 

parameters from ERP setups, which occasionally causes a situation where another team 

changes parameters globally such as safety stock, and that affects the Helsinki site’s 

parameters likewise. Interviewee 1 adds that the Kanban-system also alarms the user if the 

parameters differ from the parameters in ERP, whereupon the settings can immediately be 

checked.  

 

Interviewee 1 mentions that under normal circumstances the planning parameters do not 

often change, therefore there is no need to constantly amend them in the systems. However, 
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the respondent reminds that the COVID-19 pandemic has affected especially lead time 

parameters recently. Interviewee 3 emphasizes the importance of the correct parameters for 

those items that are implemented to Kanban-system. By ensuring that the parameters and the 

different setups such as suppliers involved in the automated order communication system 

has a major role in establishing the user-friendliness, easiness, and savings in time 

consumption.  

 

6.2. Visuality 

The second theme in the interview is the visuality of the material planning methods. One of 

the reasons for implementing the new system in the case company was to improve visual 

management in material planning. Therefore, this interview theme discusses the role of 

visuality in raw material management and the visuality of the planning methods used in the 

case company.  

 

The first subject of the second theme was to examine what kind of role visuality has in 

managing and purchasing the raw materials. This role was examined from the buyer’s 

personal perspective. The answers regarding the importance and helpfulness of system 

related visuality were naturally discrepant as this question is more individualistic. 

Interviewee 1 mentioned that generally visuality and the systems appearance supports the 

management of the purchased items. Interviewee 2 likewise recognized the visuality of the 

method as a helpful factor in material planning.  

 

According to interviewee 2 the visual side of the Kanban-method illustrates the poor 

decisions into a single screen, where for example excessive number of open orders and 

therefore open Kanban-cards is easy to detect. On the contrary, Interviewee 3 does not 

exploit the visuality of the Kanban-method similarly. Interviewee 3 mentioned that the 

buyers receive error report a few times in a week, which includes the issues collectively. 

Therefore, the interviewee did not acknowledge the visuality as a key in problem solving 

situation. 
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The second question in the visuality theme was more specific and related to comparing the 

visuality of the utilized material planning methods. According to interviewee 3 this visual 

comparison might be hard to assess as the methods are used so differently. Interviewee 

likewise mentioned that the MRP-based ASCP is more versatile and displays more elements. 

The difference in usage means that the Kanban-system ideally is further automated and does 

not require that much attention, whereas the MRP-system contains more data to support the 

manual decision making in planning.  

 

This decision-making process with the MRP-based system in some situations means that the 

buyer is required to manually focus on a certain number of demand on a weekly-level, which 

means that one opens the weekly demand for a specific item to check if the demand is from 

forecast or from actual orders. According to interviewee 1 despite this manual work the 

visual appearance of ASCP is pleasant and useful. However, interviewee mentioned that as 

ASCP has been implemented for a long time the buyers are used to its visuality. Interviewee 

2 had a similar assessment of the ASCP’s visuality. According to the respondent the 

versatility of information drives the visuality of ASCP and makes it even more visual, when 

compared to the Kanban-system.  

 

Interviewee 3 reminds that the information that buyers explore from MRP-based system is 

often related to forecasts, whereas Kanban-system ignores the forecast as it is based on the 

actual consumption of the production line. Therefore, Kanban does not display certain 

elements and that is affiliated with the basic idea behind the system. However, interviewee 

2 mentions that the order monitoring is nevertheless conducted through ASCP even to 

Kanban implemented items. Interviewee 2 describes this nonexistent display of order status 

as a potential development objective to the Kanban-system. In an ideal situation this type of 

order expediting would not be needed for the Kanban managed items, yet it requires certain 

circumstances presented earlier in chapter 4.4., such as truly consistent consumption with 

rare fluctuations, small order sizes, and short lead times. Currently, as interviewee 1 

mentioned above in chapter 6.1., especially the pandemic has affected and lengthened the 

lead times.  
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According to interviewee 1 Kanban-method is truly a visual platform, however it might 

occasionally be misleading as issues have emerged between the number of cards and the 

actual inventory levels. Therefore, the number of certain color-coded cards might not display 

the actual inventory situation. Whereas, in ASCP one immediately recognizes the inventory 

levels and open orders. This situation however might originate from the MRP-based methods 

familiarity and from the early-stage hindrances.   

 

Both systems have their own advantages in the visuality. As interviewee 3 mentioned above 

the need and the meaning for utilizing a certain system differs significantly. Therefore, the 

systems are different by nature. ASCP has been used for a longer time-period, which means 

that the users are more familiar with its appearance. The visual color-coded Kanban-cards 

in the newer system represents the tools automated purposes, where the user is more in a 

monitoring role. The amount of data and information visualizes the ASCP to a user-friendly 

appearance, though it takes time to understand all the different data in it. The increased 

visuality however should not be a trade-off between visual side and informative side. It is 

crucial that the method has required level of both. 

 

6.3. Operational performance 

The second variable in analyzing the planning performance of a method in the research by 

Jonsson and Mattsson (2008) was operational performance. Therefore, it is likewise a 

suitable topic for the third theme in the conducted interviews, when the aim is to examine 

the operational role of the material planning methods. The operational performance is 

analyzed from the user-friendly perspective including the effects on planning and control 

activities along with the influence on the actual purchasing activities.  

 

The first question in the third theme is to examine the effectiveness of the methods in 

managing the purchased raw materials. The buyers were requested to analyze the 

managing, predicting, and planning of the material flow related elements such as inventory 

levels, safety stocks, and shortages by utilizing the different methods. Interviewee 1 
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described the purchasing on the basis of actual consumption of Kanban in comparison to the 

purchasing according to forecast as follows:  

 

“The Kanban-based system controls the inventory value in a completely 

different manner, more efficiently. Meaning that we do not purchase too much 

and too early.” (Interviewee 1) 

 

Interviewee 3 described similar effects. According to the interviewee 3 as Kanban-method 

leads the activities to a situation where smaller batch quantities are purchased more 

frequently. Therefore, the system should lower the inventory levels in those items that are 

implemented to the Kanban planning. Interviewee 3 saw this as the Kanban-systems benefit 

over other methods. Interviewee 3 compared it to MRP-based planning, where the 

purchasing is more manual by nature and based on one’s own judgement, which often easily 

leads the buyer to consolidate the orders. Therefore, the utilization of ASCP in the planning 

quickly encourages to use larger order quantities in comparison to the Kanban.  

 

Interviewee 2 likewise mentioned that the management of purchased items is more in the 

possession of the buyer, when utilizing the ASCP. This means that the decisions are mostly 

based on one’s judgement with the support of the MRP-based ASCP. Interviewee 2 

described that the implementation of Kanban and the automated release feature has reduced 

the buyers control on the management of the raw materials. With ASCP you manually check 

the situation of a certain item, when the system gives the request to create the purchase order. 

Then, according to interviewee 2 the buyer makes the order quantity and time schedule 

related decisions. Whereas in Kanban-system the buyer must rely on the pre-arranged setups 

and the parameters in the raw material management. 

 

According to interviewee 3 the ASCP is advantageous compared to Kanban when the 

demand is more unstable and when the buyers recognize a changing situation in advance. In 

these situations, the planning of the material flow beforehand is, according to interviewee 3, 

easier with the MRP-based ASCP. Interviewee 2 described the planning activities and the 

reduced control over the purchased raw materials as follows: 
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“It is easier to react to spikes in demand and to large upcoming customer orders 

with utilizing ASCP. As the control over the items reduces with Kanban, the 

planning is not that simple. However, one can add extra Kanban-cards into the 

loop and that way plan and act in advance.” (Interviewee 2) 

 

Interviewee 3 mentions that as the Kanban-system does not take changes in the Oracle 

forecast into account, it reacts to the increased demand just as the consumption becomes 

concrete. Therefore, the respondent states that the planning in advance is the weakness of 

the Kanban-method especially if the lead times are long and there are fluctuations in the 

demand. In those situations, the method cannot maintain its position with the constant 

changes, it is more suitable if the situation is relatively stable. As mentioned above by 

Interviewee 2 this type of acting in advance needs to be conducted by adding excessive 

Kanban-cards into the loop when utilizing the Kanban-based software.  

 

According to interviewee 2 the implementation of Kanban as a material planning method for 

certain items, especially now with the automated release function, requires that the buyer 

must begin to trust the system. One must trust that the system performs correct actions at the 

correct moment. These planning related activities are the ones that were in the full control 

of the buyer when the planning was conducted with ASCP.  

 

Interviewee 1 mentions the implementation of the automated order release function to 

Kanban as a condition where the buyer does not need to focus time on planning and might 

not even recognize the released purchases. The Kanban-based system just releases the 

purchase orders according to the consumption in the manufacturing line. Interviewee 1 

describes the utilization of Kanban planning as follows:  

 

“Kanban has decreased the manual work related to the use of ASCP and I 

consider Kanban to be useful planning method for items with a constant 

consumption.” (Interviewee 1) 
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According to the interviewees and the observation both methods are rather efficient in 

managing the purchased raw materials in the case company. The biggest differences emerge 

from the particular circumstances as well as from the distinct characteristics of the items. 

Other items are efficient to plan utilizing the Kanban-based management of materials, 

whereas certain items are truly unsuitable for the pull motion of Kanban. The MRP-based 

ASCP is often more efficient method to manage and plan the material flow related elements 

concerning these items.  

 

The second question in the third theme concerns the effects of the planning methods on 

the operational purchasing activities. These activities include those operative purchasing 

tasks presented in the chapter 2.2., such as creating the purchase orders and monitoring the 

order statuses. The monitoring consists of potential expediting (pull-in), postponement 

(push-out), or canceling the order. These monitoring decisions must always be presented to 

the supplier and the supplier either approves or declines them.  

 

According to interviewee 2 the utilization of Kanban-based software and the automated 

release function decreases the amount of operative work, as the creation and verification of 

purchase orders is not conducted to the Kanban planned items. Therefore, buyer does not 

have to monitor the Kanban system that actively from the purchasing perspective. 

Interviewee 2 likewise mentions that this utilization of Kanban means that the buyers do not 

have to manually examine the items and their purchase recommendation from the MRP-

based ASCP, whereas they can focus on monitoring other items. However, the interviewee 

2 reminds that this does not completely remove the order monitoring of the Kanban-items 

from ASCP, especially with expediting situations the buyer has to be precise and recognize 

when to escalate.    

 

Interviewee 2 mentions that the effect of the automated release function is not however that 

significant as the orders were quickly released and simultaneously one could ensure the 

purchase details. Similarly, with ASCP as the buyer manually releases the order, it is possible 

to confirm all the information and parameters, such as correct supplier contacts. Interviewee 
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3 describes the effects of implementing the Kanban-based system on the operational 

purchasing activities as follows:  

 

“The utilization of Kanban-based method has slightly reduced the 

considerations related to making a purchasing decision, however the 

implemented items have mostly high level of consumption and therefore they 

were already often quite straightforward to manage” (Interviewee 3) 

 

All interviewees mentioned that the common practice is that postponements should not be 

conducted to the Kanban planned items. However, this does not remove all the monitoring 

activities related to the management of the items implemented into the Kanban-system. One 

interviewee described that in a certain situation the postponements could have been useful 

as few implemented items have rather long lead times. As mentioned above the items 

implemented into the Kanban-based system are likewise monitored from the ASCP as the 

Kanban does not display any recommendations to the existing orders.  

 

According to interviewee 1 expediting activities are often needed if the Kanban implemented 

item is not consumed that actively. The respondent mentions an example where there are 

customer orders in the backlog and manufacturing jobs have been opened, however the 

manufacturing has not yet started since there might be for example a shortage with another 

item. Therefore, the items are not consumed yet, which causes challenges in the future. This 

emphasizes that currently the Kanban planned items must be monitored through the MRP-

based ASCP system.  

 

Interviewee 2 mentions that the amount order monitoring has decreased in regard of push-

outs are not conducted, which means that the supplier does not have to be contacted that 

often to reach an agreement on delivery schedule related matters. Interviewee 1 mentioned 

that the Kanban implemented items do not need daily purchasing management as the system 

automatically manages the items. However, this has not yet significantly affected the 

operative work of interviewee 1 as the amount items in Kanban is still limited. According to 

interviewee 3 there is no notable differences in the amount of order monitoring between the 
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methods. Interviewee 3 likewise reminds that most of the Kanban implemented items are 

handled in the vendor managed inventory and delivered with a short lead time. Therefore, 

the order monitoring mainly considers the supply orders that are delivered from suppliers 

own warehouses. However, as most Kanban-items are from vendor managed inventories the 

effect on operative order monitoring is so far limited.  

 

6.4. User satisfaction and the experienced effects 

The fourth and the final theme in the interviews is the most comprehensive as it includes 

several critical questions. This category of questions has a significant role in analyzing the 

role of material planning methods and their usefulness in case company’s operative 

purchasing of raw materials. The theme consists of factors such as general level of user 

satisfaction related to utilizing the material planning methods in operative purchasing, the 

benefits and possible disadvantages or development objectives, the level that the achieved 

benefits correlates with targeted benefits or expectations, and the role of planning methods 

in raw material purchasing.  

 

The first question assessed in this category is the general level of user satisfaction related 

to utilizing the material planning methods. The utilization could be any activities handled 

with either Kanban-based system or MRP-based ASCP system or related to different 

changing situations which must be managed with a certain system. 

 

According to the conducted interviews the overall level of user satisfaction towards the 

recently implemented Kanban-based software is rather high. All the interviewees mentioned 

that obviously the degree of satisfaction shifts with the different system related issues. 

However, they consider this to be caused by the newness of the system to each user and 

anticipate it to be temporary. Interviewee 2 mentioned that the level of satisfaction shifts 

with the possible issues for example in handling the Kanban-cards, which causes sudden 

excessive operative work.  
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Interviewee 1 describes that personally the possible shortages are currently easier to detect 

from the ASCP, where you can filter all the threatening shortage situations item by item. 

Following this, the respondent mentions that this is at least partly caused by the newness of 

the Kanban-system and therefore the system setups, parameters and loops are constantly 

developed. Interviewee 1 describes the satisfaction to Kanban on a longer time perspective 

as follows: 

 

“I believe that when Kanban has been in usage for a longer time, it will be a 

really useful method specifically to inventory value optimization and to excess 

inventory minimization.” (Interviewee 1) 

 

Interviewee 1 continues that at this above-described time, the Kanban-based system is going 

to be a useful method in managing the items with a relatively regular level of consumption. 

Interviewee likewise adds that therefore Kanban will decrease the amount of buyer's 

operative work concerning the implemented items. Whereas the raw materials with longer 

lead times or items with more fluctuation in consumption are not that suitable for Kanban. 

Therefore, the implementation of these unsuitable items would affect the user satisfaction 

negatively.  

 

Interviewee 3 mentions being relatively satisfied to utilization of the Kanban-based system 

in a general level. This includes the assumption of decreasing amount of issues and 

investigations in the usage. According to interviewee 3 the level of satisfaction is higher for 

those items that work well with the system and that have not been affected by various issues. 

Interviewee 3 describes these suitable items as follows:  

 

“Most of these Kanban suitable items have reliable suppliers, which deliver 

the orders and batches in right quantities. Commonly if these things work well, 

then Kanban-system has been operating smoothly.” (Interviewee 3) 

 

Interviewee 3 likewise describes the situations where the exploitation of the Kanban has 

caused dissatisfaction. The issues with the system often lead to a situation where the buyer 
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has to conduct double work as one has to adjust both Kanban-system and Oracle-based 

systems as these do not operate jointly. According to interviewee 3 different exceptional 

situations are often more challenging to handle with an extra system in addition to ASCP. 

These situations could for example be delivery quantity that differs from ordered quantity or 

one certain situation that causes challenges is when a new revision of the purchased item is 

implemented. However, interviewee 3 mentions that in normal circumstances when things 

operate smoothly, the Kanban-system likewise works truly well. 

 

The next questions in this theme consider the benefits and possible disadvantages or 

development objectives of the material planning methods. Some of these benefits and 

development objectives have already been mentioned above as user-friendliness and 

easiness, visuality, and operational performance were assessed. Therefore, here the benefits 

and disadvantages of each method are evaluated further in a comparative manner. Another 

important factor is that how the users feel that the actualized benefits match the targeted 

benefits.   

 

Kanban-based planning method has several reasons why it was implemented, which were 

presented in the chapter 5.1. The interviewees were requested to assess the benefits of the 

Kanban-method that they see as the most critical ones overall or from their own perspective. 

The answers are presented in the table 4.  

 

Table 3 The advantages of the Kanban-method 

Interviewee The advantages of the Kanban-method 

#1 As consumption drives purchasing inventory value reduces and items spend 

less time in inventories, thus move faster. If there are multiple items in 

Kanban it should decrease the needed manual work.  

#2 There were no supreme benefits before the automated release function. 

Whereas now after It has been added, the method works in desired manner. 

Reduction of operative manual work.  

#3 As Kanban initiates smaller order quantities and releases them 

automatically, it leads to reduced inventory values for the frequently 

moving items.  
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According to interviewee 2 after the confusion caused by the early stages of the 

implementation and the newness of the Kanban-method, the more one utilizes the Kanban-

method in operative purchasing, the more you understand the principles and the functionality 

of the method. The interviewee adds that as the number of items in Kanban increases. the 

easier it is to manage them through the method. This likewise supports the purchase order 

management in ASCP, thus it affects the cooperative utilization of the methods. 

 

As mentioned before, the Kanban-based material planning where the material is managed in 

pulling motion, might not be suitable option for all situations. Therefore, the interviewees 

were likewise requested to list and assess the benefits of the MRP-based planning where the 

material movement is push-based. These advantages are listed in the table 4. 

 

Table 4 The advantages of the MRP-based ASCP planning method 

Interviewee The advantages of the ASCP 

#1 ASCP works better if the consumption is unstable, also the control of all 

materials in one product and their similar need in the production line in 

future is easier to anticipate and balance. The display of shortages and 

the management of longer lead time materials. 

#2 Displaying the purchase order management activities such as expediting. 

Easier to react towards spikes in demand and large upcoming customer 

orders. The greater amount of versatile information.  

#3 If we know that there is considerable fluctuation in demand ASCP is easier 

to use. Also, item revisions are easier to manage with ASCP. The 

anticipation to changing situations such as lead times or consumption.  

 

 

Interviewee 2 mentions that the effects of the Kanban implementation have mainly been 

similar to the targeted benefits and expectations regarding purchasing work. The respondent 

continues by emphasizing the importance of a person handling all the Kanban-related 

matters at the manufacturing site during the remote work caused by the COVID-19. 
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According to interviewee 2 it is crucially important that there is a person on-site to verify 

the possible mismatches in inventory quantities or in other issues related to the Kanban-

planning processes.  

 

According to interviewee 3 Kanban has caused excessive work during the last few months, 

but interviewee assumes that it will decrease in a long-term perspective. Especially, when 

the system is totally new to all it was expected to cause extra investigations. Interviewee 3 

mentions that the implementation of Kanban-method has not radically decreased the work 

amount of the buyers, however interviewee assumes it was not the main goals of it. 

Interviewee 3 likewise adds that the overall situation in raw material availability has been 

truly challenging, which means long lead times and component shortages. Therefore, the 

situation for the Kanban implementation has been particularly challenging, whereas if the 

environment would be more stable, it possibly could improve the performance of the 

Kanban-based planning.  

 

Interviewee 1 reminds that anticipation of the changing situation could be conducted through 

Kanban-based planning likewise by creating bigger loops for cards, however this would 

invalidate the targeted benefits concerning the inventory value. Interviewee 1 concludes that 

Kanban-based planning is suitable for some items and not that suitable for others. Some of 

these unsuitable items have been removed from the system as it was noticed that the 

management of them was challenging for example due to long lead times.  

 

Interviewee 2 emphasizes the importance of accurate planning parameters in attaining the 

targeted benefits of the Kanban-based planning method. Overall, the interviewee 2 describes 

that most of the challenging items that were implemented have been removed, however there 

are still few items that cause issues. The removed items were often affected by long lead 

times or unreliable suppliers, which made them unsuitable for the method. Interviewee 3 

mentioned similar factors regarding items removed from Kanban-planning.  
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As this accuracy and reliability of the deliveries for example in order quantities was 

mentioned in the interviews repeatedly, the interviewees were requested to assess it further. 

According to interviewee 3 it would be beneficial that each supplier involved in the Kanban 

planning method, would likewise be involved in the ERP associated supplier communication 

portal, where the suppliers can receive and confirm the purchase orders from. Another 

supplier related factor that the interviewee 3 mentions is that the suppliers are not necessarily 

aware of this newly implemented planning method. Whereas the case company would need 

the supplier to deliver material in standard lot size in order to utilize the potential advantages 

of the Kanban-based method. 

 

When addressing the achieved advantages of the Kanban-method, Interviewee 3 mentioned 

that major part of the materials implemented to the Kanban-planning are controlled in the 

vendor managed inventory. Therefore, the materials have previously been issued and 

invoiced from the inventory just when needed with a short lead time for example one day. 

Thus, the interviewee 3 speculated with the overall benefit possible to achieve with 

implementing the Kanban-method for these items. Interviewee 2 concludes that it is 

important to recognize the potential development objectives of the Kanban-method, in order 

to use both ASCP and Kanban cooperatively and benefit from the specific advantages of 

each method. 

 

The last discussed subject in this theme was addressing how the buyers individually discover 

the role of these planning methods in raw material purchasing. The aim of the question 

was to gain knowledge about how the buyers in the case company view the methods in 

operative purchasing and how they see the suitability of the methods. The methods are used 

concurrently, therefore the role of the individual methods might differ. All of the respondents 

had quite similar perspective on the role of the planning methods. 

 

According to interviewee 1 the MRP-based ASCP is daily used in the operative purchasing 

activities. The buyers view the purchase requests, shortages, possible expedites and 

postponements all from the ASCP. Therefore, the interviewee 1 describes it as the principal 

method for operative purchasing. Interviewee 3 expressed similar conclusions that the ASCP 
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is the primary planning method in operative level. Interviewee 1 mentions that after the 

planning parameters such as loop sizes have been organized, the Kanban-based planning 

software should operate on its own. Therefore, the buyers do not use it daily or examine the 

material situation from it, rather the buyer assumes that it operates in the background. 

 

Interviewee 2 describes that as a result of the visuality of Kanban system, the coloring of the 

Kanban cards, and especially the automated functions, the role of the Kanban has evolved 

to an alarming system that gives the buyer indications. The material availability related 

factors are not directly required to control in similar matters as with ASCP, since the Kanban-

method only displays the situation of the cards. Interviewee 3 describes the role of Kanban 

as follows:  

 

“The role as such is significant, because the most expensive and mobile items 

have been added there. In itself, the role is certainly supportive, yet significant 

and it is crucial that it works well.” (Interviewee 3) 

 

According to interviewee 2 operative purchasing related tasks have shifted back to ASCP as 

the Kanban is used for only supervising instead of managing activities. Likewise, all the 

inspections and corrections are mostly conducted through the error report and majority of 

the actual operative purchasing has proceeded in the ASCP. Interviewee 3 concludes that 

when comparing ASCP and Kanban as planning methods, the latter operates significantly 

more on its own.  
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7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS  

In this last chapter of the thesis the results from the empirical study are discussed and 

concluded in the light of previous research. The aim is to reflect the similarities and 

differences between the theoretical and the empirical findings. This chapter likewise 

compares the targeted objectives behind the implementation of the new material planning 

method in case company to the realized one’s from purchasing perspective. After linking the 

theory with the results of the study, the conclusions are drawn, and research questions of the 

thesis are assessed. Finally, recommendations are given based on the findings, likewise the 

limitations, and suggestions for further research are presented.  

 

7.1. Discussion  

The role of purchasing and the ways to conduct it are constantly evolving. From the 

traditional level of buying, the purchasing function has developed into a comprehensive 

supply management. (Axelsson et al., 2005) As the ways to conduct purchasing are 

constantly evolving and as the automated solutions in operative purchasing increase, Gottge 

et al. (2020) highlight the importance of planning activities in the buying need identification, 

especially in production. As companies aim to enhance the organizations performance by 

achieving an integrated supply chain, the flow of materials is a crucial factor especially in 

the manufacturing environment (Childerhouse & Towill, 2003). 

 

In order to plan and manage the operative purchasing and the material flow of a 

manufacturing company thoroughly, the purchasing personnel has to be familiar with the 

methods and systems they are utilizing. Jonsson and Mattsson (2008) refer to this as the user-

friendliness of the material planning method and according to the authors it has an important 

role on the performance of a certain method.  
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The interviewees emphasized the importance of understanding the utilized methods. This is 

especially critical in situations where issues occur, and the buyer is required to perform 

corrective actions. For a material planning method to be applicable in several situations, the 

user has to understand and be truly familiar with it. Even though, it is necessary to consider 

the indication of Jonsson and Mattsson (2003), that there is no one-size-fits-all approach to 

material planning. However, the applicability is influential especially when problems need 

to be solved. 

 

The interviewees did not overall recognize any significant differences in the easiness of 

utilizing either ASCP or Kanban as a material planning method. However, they 

acknowledged that the MRP-based ASCP has been in usage for several years. If both of the 

methods are completely new to a buyer, Kanban might be easier to learn comprehensively 

as it contains much less data. Therefore, the case company’s objective related to improved 

easiness has not, at least yet in this rather early-stage phase, been realized in a desirable 

manner.  

 

The planning parameters, especially safety levels, lot sizes, and lead times, have a crucial 

role in material planning activities, since if they are inadequately decided they might directly 

lead to shortages, imbalances, and other issues (McDonald, 2009, 93; Jonsson & Mattsson, 

2006). This role was likewise highlighted in the empirical part of the thesis. The parameters 

are in a key role, when the buyers in the case company manage and plan the operative 

purchasing. 

 

When comparing the Kanban-system to the MRP-based system, the empirical research 

underlines the role of trust into the correct parameters. The buyers mentioned that due to the 

decrease in the manual steps related to the purchasing process, such as order creation and 

expediting, the control over the process is more based on accurate parameters. This is partly 

related to the fact that the buyers do not control the parameters by themselves. One of the 

reasons to implement the Kanban-based method was the errors in determining planning 

parameters in MRP. 
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One of the four categories in the interviews was visuality. Increased visuality has been 

considered as one of the biggest advantages of the Kanban-based methods, especially 

compared to MRP (Laksham, 2006). It was likewise listed as one of the purposes of the 

Kanban-method over MRP in the case company. On a general level visuality is seen as an 

important factor, when utilizing any system to manage materials. However, as a subject it is 

relatively individual, as all of the interviewees described the visuality rather differently. 

Based on the research, visuality could be divided into two categories according to the studied 

methods; MRP is visualized through its display of data, whereas Kanban is visualized 

through the colour coded Kanban-cards in a dashboard.  

 

When the implementation of the material planning methods in the case company, especially 

the newer Kanban-method, is viewed from the operational performance perspective it 

supports the purchasing synergy model of Rozemeijer et al. (2003). As the pull-motion in 

the material flow related to the Kanban is implemented in several organizational functions 

globally, it should create a coherent entity which should lead to corporate advantage. As the 

purchasing performance is often divided into effectiveness and efficiency, the operational 

activities influence the performance through purchasing efficiency and purchasing 

organizations (Van Weele, 2010, 306-307). Companies can likewise improve the purchasing 

performance by investing into information technologies, which are often in a key role when 

considering a material planning system (Sriram & Stump, 2004). 

 

When the MRP-based ASCP and Kanban material planning methods are compared from the 

operational performance perspective in the empirical research, they differ significantly in 

controlling the inventory levels. The MRP-based planning often drives the buyer to 

imperceptibly consolidate the orders, whereas the Kanban automatically controls the 

inventory value more efficiently.  

 

In a situation, where the buyer has information about upcoming demand, or has to react for 

example to a spike in demand, the ASCP is more suitable method in usage from performance 

context. Therefore, when the planning environment is relatively unstable the Kanban-based 

planning and purchasing based on actual consumption is seen as not suitable. These findings 
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are similar to the theoretical findings presented earlier, for example Lödding (2013, 196) 

mentioned that in order to utilize Kanban effectively the companies require a low level of 

fluctuations in consumption. Hoffmann et al. (2011, 36–37) likewise stated that items with 

regular consumption and relatively high forecast accuracy are the most suitable for just-in-

time purchasing and therefore for Kanban. Similarly, the findings of Plenert (1999) stated 

that when the environment is more complex and there is more variance in demand, MRP is 

the most efficient planning method. 

 

Generally, the buyers in the case company utilizing the ASCP and Kanban are relatively 

satisfied with both of the methods. The newness of the Kanban-based method has caused a 

few early-stage issues, however the buyers anticipate that these will decrease over time. 

There were no significant differences between the methods in user satisfaction. The findings 

of Jonsson and Mattsson (2003) support these empirical findings, as the authors concluded 

that at least half of the MRP users and most of the Kanban users, were satisfied with the 

methods regardless of the planning environment.   

 

According to Rahman et al. (2013) in order to successfully implement and utilize a Kanban-

based system in their operations, a company needs to engage certain aspects such as top 

management, supplier cooperation, and inventory control. From purchasing perspective, the 

most important of these aspects is the supplier cooperation. The empirical research indicated 

that accuracy and reliability of the deliveries has caused issues in the implementation of the 

Kanban method. The order quantities are not standardized, which does not necessarily cause 

issues when managed with ASCP, however when the delivered and ordered quantities do 

not match it creates significant amount of extra work to buyers related to the Kanban method.  

The interviews likewise expressed that some suppliers are not aware of this new way to 

manage the material flow in the case company. 
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7.2. Answering to research questions  

The first sub-question was “What are the characteristics of the different material planning 

methods?” As this thesis is conducted as a case study to the case company, the research 

questions are assessed from the case company’s perspective. Therefore, the different 

material planning methods considered were MRP-based material planning with ASCP-tool, 

and Kanban-based material planning with the newly implemented Kanban-software.  

 

The specific characteristics of a certain material planning method emerge from the large 

number of items, that companies have to keep in stock. In order to manage and control the 

materials in inventories efficiently it is crucial to categorize the items (Freeman, 2005). This 

way companies can focus on the most critical items or control points, instead of spending 

similar amount of resources for each item, which would be truly non-productive (Vrat, 2014, 

37).  

 

There are several ways to categorize items and materials. According to Scholz-Reiter et al. 

(2012) one of the main ways to conduct the categorization is to combine ABC-, and XYZ-

analyses. When categorized in that manner, the materials are divided into classes based on 

factors such as volume, value, consumption, fluctuations in demand, and forecast precisions 

(Chu et al., 2008; Hofmann et al., 2011; Pekarčíková et al., 2014; Scholz-Reiter et al., 2012; 

Errasti, Chackelson & Poler, 2010; Vrat, 2014). When combined, the analyses form a nine-

field matrix of specific inventory categories with distinct features, this matrix was presented 

earlier in the figure 7 (Hofmann et al., 2011, 37).  

 

These inventory categories support the companies in the development of different 

purchasing strategies. For example, the most valuable items, with high or regular forecasting 

precision, and rare fluctuations should be purchased with just-in-time methods, if possible. 

(Hofmann et al., 2011, 37) This way the categories create a benefit for the company, when 

similarly functioning materials can be planned and managed with similar material planning 

activities (Scholz-Reiter et al., 2012).  
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According to Jonsson and Mattsson (2006) the aim of a certain material planning method is 

to decide when to order or deliver, and how much to order. Even though this aim is always 

similar with the methods, the applicability of the method depends on factors such as demand, 

product, and manufacturing. Therefore, the material planning methods differ significantly in 

usage and appropriateness. 

 

One important aspect that characterizes the material planning methods is the planning 

parameters. Planning parameters have a critical role in the usage of a method and if the 

parameters are not accurate it may lead to several issues. For material planning the 

parameters are often related to safety structures, transit times, lead times, and lot sizes. 

(McDonald, 2009, 93; Jonsson & Mattsson, 2006) According to Jonsson and Mattsson 

(2008) the parameters that characterize MRP-based methods are lead times and safety stocks, 

when Kanban is characterized by the number of Kanban-cards in the loop.  

 

MRP-based methods are generally described as systems where the determined point of 

ordering constantly updates in relation to the various data sources the system includes into 

the decision-making (Axsäter. 2015, 160). MRP methods are forward-thinking systems that 

support the management and planning of materials through predictability (Muller, 2011, 

144-145). MRP-based planning is efficient when the environment is characterized by 

complexity, long production lead times, flexible timing, and variance in demand (Plenert, 

1999). Push-motion of materials is often seen as a typical characteristic of MRP (Laksham, 

2006).  

 

The opposite of the push-motion is the method when materials, items, or products are pulled 

by the next phase in the production chain, which is one of the main characteristics of the 

Kanban method (Laksham, 2006). Kanban is closely related to the just-in-time 

manufacturing principles, where just the right amount of material is acquired at the right 

time (Kumer et al., 2012). As in MRP the planning is conducted by utilizing production 

schedules and forecasts, the Kanban is characterized by the actual consumption of items 

(Ansari & Modarress, 1995). Kanban-based planning is usually efficient when the lot sizes 

are small and the consumption is stable (Lödding, 2013, 196). 
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The second sub-question analyses the advantages of the material planning methods and it 

was: “What are the advantages of Kanban and MRP planning systems?” The Kanban-based 

method has been implemented in the case company, especially for the most valuable and 

frequently used items. Recently an automated purchase order release function was added to 

the Kanban-based software and therefore the buyers are not anymore required to manually 

release purchase orders, when the system signals that a Kanban-card has emptied. Especially 

this addition of the automated order release has emphasized the possible benefits that the 

implementation of the Kanban system can create to the case company, for example in the 

decrease of manual tasks related to ASCP. Before this addition, the benefits were smaller 

from the buyer’s operative manual work related perspective. 

 

The utilization of the Kanban method likewise slightly reduces the amount of excessive 

supplier communication in the form of order management after the release compared to the 

usage of ASCP. As the buyers are not required to follow the changes in forecast and react to 

those, since the order is created based on actual consumption there should be no need for 

expediting or postponing the orders. This should likewise affect the distribution of working 

time towards more productive activities.  

 

The most important factor that highlights the role of the Kanban-based material planning is 

the reduction of inventory values. As the Kanban leads to smaller order quantities, ordered 

more frequently with actual consumption driving the planning of purchasing, the inventory 

values reduce, and the frequently used high value items spend less time in inventories.  

 

Stable planning environment and constant consumption are factors that likewise emphasize 

the role of Kanban planning. When the orders are delivered in right quantities and the 

parameters are developed accurately and checked regularly, Kanban creates multiple 

benefits to case company. Therefore, it is crucial to consider the items that are implemented 

to Kanban, as it is not suitable for managing all the items. 
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COVID-19 and other issues at the markets related for example to components and logistics, 

have partly affected the implementation of the new Kanban-method, and companies have in 

general been required to increase safety structures, which increases the inventory values. 

Likewise, the supplier related issues discussed earlier have affected the implementation. As 

stated by Rahman et al. (2013) supplier cooperation is one of the most critical factors in 

successful implementation of Kanban-based planning method.  

 

MRP-based ASCP tool has been used in the case company for significantly longer time 

compared to the Kanban. Therefore, all of the interviewees were familiar with the method 

and understood it comprehensively. ASCP contains a great amount of data that the buyers 

utilize daily to plan and manage the operative purchasing and material flows.  

 

The display of data is one of the factors that highlight the role of MRP-based systems in 

material planning. MRP systems are truly extensive and the user can examine and manage 

multiple elements with the system such as purchase requests, shortages, expedites, 

postponements, and cancellations. However, it is crucial for the usage that the input data is 

accurate for the system to operate successfully.  

 

The role of ASCP as a material planning method is highlighted especially when the 

consumption is unstable. Through ASCP it is more efficient to react to potential spikes in 

demand and overall, the method is more suitable, when future demand needs to be balanced 

beforehand. As stated earlier the MRP-based methods are generally characterized as 

forward-thinking systems. This anticipation of future needs is especially easier with ASCP, 

since the buyer has to often consider and manage all of the materials in one product. 

 

Another factor that emphasizes the role of MRP-based planning is the management of longer 

lead time materials. Challenges at the markets have increased lead times significantly in 

many industries (Fonseca & Azevedo, 2020) and therefore the ability to manage and plan 

the flow of materials that have long lead time is currently truly important. Likewise, the 
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management of item revisions, which are commonplace in the case company, highlights the 

role of ASCP, as they are more convenient to handle in ASCP compared to Kanban. 

 

The third sub-question of the thesis was: “How the material planning methods perform from 

operational performance and user-friendly perspective?” There were no significant 

differences found in the performance of the material planning methods, when viewed from 

the user-friendly perspective. The interviewees were rather satisfied with both of the 

methods. There have been some early-stage issues, related to the implementation of the 

Kanban method, but the respondents anticipate that those issues reduce over time.  

 

MRP-based ASCP has been in usage for several years and therefore the byers are accustomed 

to the system. However, Kanban method could be easier to learn in comparison to ASCP, 

when one has no experience with either system. Even though no significant differences 

where mentioned in the level of user-friendliness, the systems are rather different in their 

ability to create user-friendly experience. The MRP method creates user-friendliness by 

displaying mass of data and by forming more comprehensive way to plan and manage 

material purchasing. Whereas Kanban creates user-friendliness by visually displaying the 

current situation in inventories and by operating more automatically in the background.  

 

When examining the performance of the material planning methods from operational 

performance perspective the methods differ in the way that they naturally control the 

inventory levels. The usage of MRP easily leads the buyer to consolidate orders without even 

noticing, whereas the Kanban automatically controls the inventory value more efficiently. 

The results from the empirical research are relatively similar to existing theoretical research 

presented in chapter 4.2., that highlighted the importance of the specific planning 

environment in the suitability of a certain method (Berry & Hill, 1992; Jonsson and 

Mattsson, 2003; Ivert and Jonsson, 2014).  

 

Operational performance of the MRP-based ASCP is enhanced when there are fluctuations 

in demand and overall, more changes in the processes. Through ASCP it is more convenient 
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to react to these different changes, as it truly is further comprehensive system. The 

operational performance of the Kanban method is enhanced when the system can operate on 

its own through automated solutions. It requires a stable environment, where the 

consumption is regular, and the forecast accuracy is relatively high.  

  

Finally, the goal of the thesis was to analyse the role of material planning methods in the 

case company’s operative purchasing and therefore the main research question was “What 

kind of role material planning methods have in planning and managing operative 

purchasing?”  

 

The overall role of the material planning methods is crucial, since major part of the daily 

operative purchasing activities are conducted with the methods. The operational 

performance of the material planning methods affects the purchasing performance of the 

organization through efficiency (van Weele, 2010, 306), and the performance of the entire 

supply chain, which are directly linked to the performance of the company (Johnson & 

Templar, 2011).  

 

ASCP has the role of a principal tool, which is used daily to plan and manage operative 

purchasing. Most of the operative purchasing tasks are conducted utilizing the ASCP, 

whereas the Kanban is used more for supervising activities. The role of ASCP as a material 

planning method is highlighted, when the environment and consumption are unstable, and 

the buyers have to react to unexpected situations.  

 

The role of Kanban in planning and managing operative purchasing is more supportive than 

principal, compared to ASCP. The visuality of the Kanban-tool and the automated functions 

evolve the role to an alarming system, that one only needs to supervise the situation. In 

comparison to the ASCP, the Kanban operated significantly more on its own. 
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However, the role of Kanban might be supportive in operative perspective, yet it still is 

crucially important as the materials that are managed with it are the most valuable and the 

most frequently used. Therefore, it is important that the Kanban-based software is utilized 

successfully. In order to achieve the benefits of the method it is essential to constantly 

evaluate the items that could be managed in the system since it is not suitable for all of the 

items. Likewise, the planning parameters have a crucial role in utilizing the method. When 

the parameters are accurate, the method can benefit from the automated solutions, which 

emphasizes the advantages that can be achieved from utilizing the system.  

 

Both of the material planning methods have an important role in planning and managing 

operative purchasing. ASCP is the principal method, that is required in the daily operative 

purchasing tasks and in the planning activities. It is most suitable, when there are fluctuations 

in demand and the materials have longer lead times. The role of Kanban is more supportive, 

yet important as the items managed with it are the most valuable ones. It operates 

significantly more on its own and does not necessarily need daily controlling. Kanban is 

most suitable, when the consumption is regular and the fluctuations in demand are rare. 

Therefore, when utilized correctly with correct items and accurate parameters, the push-

based MRP, and the pull-based Kanban methods complement each other in planning and 

managing operative purchasing.  

 

7.3. Recommendations, limitations, and suggestions for further research 

Based on the findings of this thesis the role of material planning methods is critical in 

managing and planning operative purchasing. It is important to comprehensively and 

constantly assess the suitability of a certain material planning method for a specific material 

in the prevailing conditions. It is likewise, important to frequently examine that the materials 

are planned with accurate parameters, especially if the purchasing is evolving to a further 

automated solution. By utilizing the potential of automated solutions, the purchasing 

department can gain more advantage from the material planning methods. Especially with 

the Kanban-method it is necessary to involve the suppliers into the implementation of the 
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method, as the success of the method requires supplier dependent support such as 

standardized delivery quantities and correct supplier contact information.  

 

The findings of this study are rather specific to the case company and dependent on multiple 

factors such as company size, industry, and the market situation. However, as mentioned 

earlier the MRP-, and Kanban-based solutions are widespread and generally used. Therefore, 

the findings of this study can, to some extent, be utilized generally. Especially, when viewed 

from the pull-, and push motion of supply chain and material flow, which is a subject 

considered in many organizations. Although the results are limited especially as they are 

presented from the case company’s purchasing departments perspective. The limited size of 

material planning method users from this specific viewpoint likewise narrowed the number 

of potential interviewees. Therefore, involving additional case company employees from 

other departments such as production or production planning would possibly have created a 

more comprehensive perspective of the material planning methods. 

 

In addition, further research could be conducted from different perspectives. From the case 

company’s viewpoint, it could be useful to conduct similar research of the material planning 

methods from different, department specific, perspective. This way the case company could 

truly form a comprehensive assessment of the studied subjects. Further research could 

likewise be conducted of the ways to utilize different material planning methods successfully 

together, since often the existing research compares the different methods to plan and 

manage the material flows in organizations. However, as the results of this thesis indicated, 

often organizations need additional methods to manage the different categories of material.   
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Appendices 

Appendix 1. Interview form  

 

Yleinen tieto - Basic information 

Titteli – Title/Position: 

Kauan yrityksessä/Company experience:  

Kokemus materiaalihankinnasta/Experience in material supply:  

 

 

Käyttäjäystävällisyys ja helppous 

• Järjestelmien ymmärtämisen helppous ja käyttämisen helppous  

• Onko järjestelmien käytössä työntekoon ajallisia eroavaisuuksia? Onko työajan 

jakautuminen muuttunut uuden järjestelmän myötä?  

• Muutosten tekeminen ja tarkastaminen (esim. Parametrit MOQ, LT, SS) 

...  

 

 

Operationaalinen tehokkuus 

• Järjestelmien tehokkuus ostokoodien hallinnassa (esim. Puutteet, safetyt, 

varastotasot, ennakointi ja suunnittelu) 

• Järjestelmien erilaiset vaikutukset varsinaisessa ostotyössä (tilausten teko ja 

monitorointi, pull-in ja push-out/cancel)  

.....  

 

 

Visuaalisuus 

• Koetko, että uuden työkalun visuaalinen puoli on parempi, verrattuna vanhaan? 

• Onko visuaalisesta ilmeestä hyötyä ostokoodien hallinnassa? (esim. Ongelmien 

tunnistaminen)  

.....  
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Yleinen tyytyväisyys ja hyödyt/haitat 

• Tyytyväisyys järjestelmien käyttämiseen työssä (esim. Erilaisissa tilanteissa) 

• Kanban-järjestelmän hyödyt verrattuna ASCP 

• ASCP hyödyt verrattuna Kanban-järjestelmään 

• Ovatko hyödyt vastanneet tavoiteltuja hyötyjä tai odotuksia? 

• Jos eivät, niin miltä osin? 

• Minkälainen rooli näillä järjestelmillä on materiaalihankinnassa/Operatiivisessa 

työssä? 

 

..... 

 

 

Muita järjestelmien käyttöön materiaalihankinnassa liittyviä huomioita, joita ei vielä 

tullut esiin?  
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